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Introduction

To speak of human rights in Cambodia invokes images of skulls piled high at the killing fields, black and white photos of children turned soldiers on the wall of Tuol Sleng, and a myriad of horrors that led to the death of nearly a quarter of the population of this small country during the course of the Khmer Rouge regime. The population pyramid in Cambodia seems narrow where the 24-26 year old age group should be prominent – a narrowing that represents those children who were never born or who died shortly after birth due to the harsh policies that the Khmer Rouge implemented when they occupied Phnom Penh in 1975. The atrocities committed by the Khmer Rouge regime and the civil strife that characterized the country between 1979 and 1998, strongly influence Cambodian society today. Given this recent history, issues of human rights take on special significance. Today in Cambodia human rights are central to the discourse of foreign assistance. Discussion revolves around political violence associated with commune elections, the denial of food and services to families who don’t vote for the dominant party, land mines, child trafficking and prostitution, the plight of street children, rights of garment factory workers, domestic violence, land rights, and prison conditions. These problems are the mainstream of human rights discourse in a country fraught with challenges to civil and political rights.

Human Rights in Cambodia operate in a context in which economic development has been hampered by political instability, an ineffectual judiciary, corruption, and social unrest. These structural barriers to development also make human rights more of a theoretical aspiration than a reality for most Cambodians. A glaring example of this problem is the fact that after perpetrating one of the worst genocides in history, not a
single leader of the Khmer Rouge movement has ever been brought before a court of law to answer for those crimes. In the year leading up to the first "free" commune elections in February of 2002, 4 opposition candidates were killed and 2 were injured. The UN High Commissioner on Human Rights concluded that 3 of these killings were politically motivated, but the local police said that they were all results of personal disputes. During this time, there were 82 threats and acts of violence directed at opposition candidates. Despite hundreds of millions of dollars in donor aid annually, Cambodia remains one of the poorest countries in the world, with an average annual income of $258 per capita. The majority of Cambodians have little or no education, with only 7% of men and 4% of women having completed primary school. Life expectancy is also low in Cambodia at 59.5 for women and 54.8 for men, placing it 13th among 15 Asian nations with only Myanmar and Laos ranking lower.

Despite a 1993 Constitutional decree to accord equal rights to women, Cambodian women continue to experience severe gender discrimination. Twenty-five of married women reported being victims of domestic violence in their lifetime in the 2000 CDHS, but a smaller study found that 56% of women surveyed experience domestic violence. Police routinely ignore domestic violence, which is considered a private matter. Rape is also a widespread crime that often goes largely unpunished, with victims sometimes encouraged to allow their family to collect a small compensation for not taking the case to court. Cambodia has an estimated 30,000 to 50,000 sex workers, 50% of whom are trafficked or forced into the business, but the sex industry is often supported and

2 ADHOC. 2003.
protected by members of the military, police, or other government officials. One women’s group estimates that 80% of Cambodia’s brothels are protected by police officers or soldiers, and some report that government officials are sometimes silent partners in these establishments. Women in sex work face violence from brothel owners and clients and are often forced to have unprotected sex. This puts them at high risk for contracting HIV, which is now widespread in Cambodia. Trafficking and prostitution are significant problems in Cambodia, and demonstrate the low status afforded women’s rights. Rural poverty and widespread police, judicial, and governmental corruption, create a situation where trafficking flourishes, and will continue to do so until those problems are addressed.

Maternal mortality remains a major public health problem. According to UNFPA statistics, the maternal mortality rate is approximately 500/100,000, which translates into 2,000 deaths annually from pregnancy-related causes. Estimates of morbidity indicate that for each death, 100 women experience obstetrical complications that cause suffering and disability. Based on this estimate, in Cambodia approximately 200,000 women have serious health problems due to inadequate reproductive health care each year. Reproductive health experts in Cambodia believe that a significant portion of this morbidity and mortality results from unsafe abortion.

In 1999 the Special Representative to the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights drew attention to the need to

---

7 Unmacht. 2003.
8 Beaufils. 2000.
immediately address the high number of maternal deaths in Cambodia.\textsuperscript{10} The problems associated with reproductive health are compounded by the vast unmet need for family planning services, which means that Cambodian women find themselves pregnant more often than they would like. More than eight out of ten Cambodian women still lack access to effective contraceptive services.\textsuperscript{11}

Maternal mortality and unsafe abortion in Cambodia are conceptualized squarely within the realm of public health. Awareness of the devastating health effects of unsafe abortion led to the legalization of abortion in 1997. The legislation cited family welfare as the guiding principle behind liberalizing the law, but a rights-based discourse around establishing access to safe abortion and reducing maternal mortality was absent. The law required the Ministry of Health to establish guidelines for abortion services, which, as of the Summer of 2002, had not yet been signed. The lack of guidelines has meant that, for all intents and purposes, there is no abortion law, and therefore most women lack access to safe abortion just as they did before the new legislation.

Human rights organizations in Cambodia and around the world have been largely silent on the issue of abortion. In countries with appalling human rights records on the most basic civil and political rights, some people simply don’t see unsafe abortion as a human rights issue and access to safe abortion is absent from the discourse. However, in terms of highlighting reproductive rights within the context of human rights in Cambodia, in 1999 the Special Representative to the UNHCHR reported:

\textsuperscript{11} Beaufils. 2000.
Despite an increase in the number of couples using contraception and the adoption of an abortion law and efforts to improve treatment and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases and safe motherhood services, Cambodians still have limited access to information and services which would enable them to exercise their reproductive rights.\textsuperscript{12}

This represents a step in the right direction, as reproductive rights were included in the report. However, subsequent reports by the same body did not refer to reproductive rights.

I contend that access to safe abortion brings to light some of the most central issues of human rights, and in order to attempt to establish even the most “basic” civil and political rights, one must look at the most basic right to control one’s body, one’s fertility, and as such, one’s destiny. Specific human rights within the broad purview of civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights are intimately connected - they all influence each other and, ultimately, the ability of individuals to realize their full human potential. Cambodia’s failure to implement the 1997 abortion law violates internationally and nationally protected human rights. As the case of Cambodia demonstrates, even where abortions are ostensibly legal, lack of access to safe procedures is a profound injustice perpetuated by the power structure and the low status of women. Low-income and rural women are disproportionately affected by the lack of guidelines and are more likely to resort to unsafe abortion procedures due to the lack of public availability of safe services.

In Section I of this paper I shift the focus away from Cambodia in order to explore the theoretical underpinnings for looking at abortion through a human rights lens. In Section II, I explore the impact of abortion legislation on the availability of safe services. In Section III of this paper I present the results of a qualitative and quantitative study on

\textsuperscript{12} UN. 1999.
the state of abortion in Cambodia. To conclude, I discuss how the Cambodian situation illustrates the limitations of liberal abortion law alone in a country where other obstacles remain in place and where women lack access to a broader base of human rights.
Section I - Access to Abortion in the Context of Human Rights: Current Framework and Future Directions

Introduction

It has long been established that unsafe abortion poses a significant health risk to women. In fact, it is estimated that 55,000 unsafe abortions take place per day, and 200 women die daily from these procedures.\(^{13}\) When a catastrophe occurs and 200 people die in a single event, it attracts the attention of the media and people everywhere. But death from unsafe abortion is largely an invisible tragedy that, like many silent tragedies, takes place predominantly in the developing world.\(^{14}\) From a medical standpoint, however, abortion is an extremely safe procedure, carrying less than a one percent complication rate when performed with appropriate technology in the first trimester of.\(^{15}\) From this perspective, unsafe abortion is an entirely preventable public health problem that desperately needs to be addressed.

However, abortion is not only an issue of public health concern. From a rights perspective, the vast morbidity and mortality associated with unsafe abortion is a case of grave injustice in which “individuals with hopes and aspirations are condemned to die horrible deaths in the prime of their lives”, simply because they attempt to control their own fertility.\(^{16}\) Within the context of women’s rights, access to abortion is


\(^{14}\) According to the WHO, the most frequent complications of unsafe abortion are incomplete abortion, sepsis, hemorrhage and intra-abdominal injuries, such as puncturing or tearing of the uterus. Long-term health problems caused by unsafe abortion include chronic pelvic pain, pelvic inflammatory disease, tubal blockage and secondary infertility. Other possible consequences of unsafe abortion are ectopic pregnancy, fistula, and an increased risk of spontaneous abortion or premature delivery in subsequent pregnancies. Such problems can limit women’s productivity inside and outside the home, constrain their ability to care for children and adversely affect their sexual and reproductive lives. Uprety. 2002.


\(^{16}\) Yamin and Maine. 1999.
conceptualized by many as essential to the realization of the full enjoyment of human rights. If a woman is unable to exercise control over her own body and destiny, she will be unable to take part in a full range of civil, political, economic, and social rights.

On the other hand, abortion is seen by some as a violation of the right to life of the unborn. Framed against the concept that life begins at conception, and the vision of the fetus as a full human being with all of the rights entitled to it as such, a woman’s right to abortion is in direct opposition to the right of the fetus to life.

Situating the right to safe abortion squarely and firmly within international human rights discourse is not a simple matter, as it calls into question the very nature and scope of human rights. While contemporary human rights documents recognize the broad category of reproductive rights, they don’t explicitly condemn or sanction abortion, and the issue remains hotly debated in the international arena. However, I assert that the lack of access to safe abortion is more than a public health problem – it is a violation of various human rights doctrines set forth in international charters and conference platforms.

I begin by establishing the basis set forth in human rights documents for treating access to safe abortion as a human right. In order to do this, I invoke the right to life, liberty, and security; non-discrimination on the basis of gender; the right to health, scientific progress, information, and education; and the right to privacy. I then illustrate how these issues play out in Cambodia. I go on to explore the way in which the rights of the unborn are conceptualized within human rights documents and examine the role of religion in the abortion debate. Finally, I address the implications of my conclusions, and make recommendations for future directions in this field.
Human Rights, Women’s Rights and Reproductive Rights

Human rights documents include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which together are considered the “International Bill of Rights.”17 Other legally binding instruments include the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Human rights documents that have emerged from UN Conferences are the Vienna Platform, the Cairo Programme, and Beijing Platform, which, though not legally-binding, provide a strong basis for advocacy. Over the last few decades, rights discourse has come to include both first and second-generation rights, which represent negative rights (“freedom from”) and positive rights (“right to”), respectively. When signatory states ratify a charter, they agree to observe the fundamental freedoms and human rights spelled out in the document.18 Such documents often not only prohibit states from actively infringing on rights, but also require them to provide the means to secure positive rights.

The original Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 did not explicitly define “fundamental freedoms and human rights,” but since then many human rights documents have explained the scope of many of these rights to include reproductive rights. For example, CEDAW includes the following declaration of non-discrimination based on gender:

---
18 It is noteworthy that many states, including the United States, have yet to sign or ratify a number of human rights charters. Of those listed, the US has still not ratified the ICESC, the CEDAW, or the CRC. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR). Status of Ratifications of the Principal International Human Rights Treaties. December, 2002.
Article 16.1 e: States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women... and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women... The same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these rights.  

Interestingly, human rights doctrines have very little to say explicitly regarding abortion, perhaps due in part to the polarity of the debate and the need to draft international charters that will be endorsed by a broad range of signatories. However, both the Cairo Platform and the Beijing Programme call on governments to recognize unsafe abortion and urge government action to improve abortion-related services. This represents progress in that it establishes a rights-based discourse around abortion in non-legally binding conference documents. But a universal right to safe abortion has yet to be outlined.

In 1992, a proposal to alter national laws and guarantee all women equal access to abortion was put forth to the European Commission on Human rights, which oversees interpretations of human rights documents among European states. Although a majority of European countries voted 74-56 in favor of the proposal, it fell short of the required 2/3 majority. Opposition from Poland, Ireland, Germany claimed national rules reflect cultural and religious values that must be respected. However, the Commission has made decisions that apply to countries where abortion is illegal that establish the right to information regarding legal abortion services, and the right to travel outside the country to access legal abortion. The same commission has fallen short of establishing whether the right to life extends to the unborn, and it has rejected the claim that the right to

---

respect for privacy requires states to permit a woman to terminate a first-trimester pregnancy upon request.22

Given this ambiguity, there is ample room for advocates of both abortion rights and fetal rights to invoke human rights norms to support their position. In the section that follows, I will explore the basis for advocating for abortion rights within the context of existing human rights doctrines, as well as the concept of including the unborn in the rights discourse.

Is there a Right to Safe Abortion?

Each year, 75 million women have unwanted pregnancies. Each of these women has her own familial relationships, hopes for the future, economic concerns, and health needs. These and other factors will influence her decision to carry a pregnancy to term or to seek an abortion. Given the complexity of the decision, the only person equipped to make it is the pregnant woman herself.... Governments should respect a woman’s right to make decisions regarding her reproductive life ...[and] she must have access to the facilities and care that will enable her to terminate her pregnancy safely.23

The reproductive rights field has laid claim to the right to safe abortion based on a number of provisions contained in international human rights documents, including: the right to life, liberty and security of person; the right to freedom from discrimination based on gender; the right to health, scientific progress, and information and education; and the right to privacy. The full recognition of these rights often requires governments to not only refrain from impinging on rights, but also to allow the observance of positive rights by providing access to appropriate services.

Right to life, liberty, and security of person
UDHR Art. 3; ICCPR Art. 6.1, 9.1; CRC Art 6.1, 6.2; Cairo Prin.1 Para. 7.3, 7.17, 8.34; Beijing Par. 96, 106, 108.

§ Right to life

Because we know that approximately 500,000 women die each year from pregnancy-related causes, and an estimated 80,000 to 200,000 of them from unsafe abortion, by limiting women’s access to safe abortion procedures through restrictive laws or by the denial of services, states infringe on a woman’s right to life. 24 When governments systematically refuse to recognize the horrific contribution that unsafe abortion makes to maternal mortality, it is plausible to invoke the right to life as a means of obliging the state to take action to limit mortality associated with unsafe abortion. Both the Cairo Programme and the Beijing Platform call on governments to recognize unsafe abortion as a leading cause of maternal death and a major public health concern. 25 In fact, one case involving a maternal death was brought to the European Commission of Human Rights, and though it was dismissed for technical reasons, the Commission emphasized that Article 2 of the European Convention for Human Rights, which states that “everyone’s life shall be protected by law,” is interpreted to require states to take action to limit unintentional loss of life, not just to protect from intentional killing. 26

A Bolivian doctor who advocates for access to safe abortion asserts, “not to recognize abortion and consider legalizing it is to devalue human life as less important

25 Cook and Fathalla. 1996.
26 WHO. 2002.
that certain concepts and prejudices. This statement points to the reality of the impact of unsafe abortion on women's lives - women are dying from these procedures, and by ignoring it, governments negate the right to life of women who choose to avoid motherhood or who make decisions that are not sanctioned by the political power structure.

**The right to liberty and security of person**

When women face punitive laws against abortion, they not only risk their lives by seeking out clandestine services, they also face criminal charges. The Beijing Platform's call for governments to recognize women's liberty included the charge to review punitive laws for illegal abortion, which threaten these fundamental rights by subjecting women to imprisonment and physical harm. Nepal, Poland, and Chile have all been asked by the Committee to revoke laws that impose criminal penalties on women who undergo abortion, and lead to unsafe abortion practices. In Canada, the Supreme Court found criminal abortion provisions to be unconstitutional based on a violation of women's security and liberty. In France, Austria, and Italy, the Human Rights Commission found that liberal abortion laws are consistent with the right to liberty. However, forced or coercive abortion, family planning, or sterilization are in opposition to liberty and security, and are therefore in violation of human rights. Based on this principle,

---

30 UNFPA. 2000.
informed, free choice is essential to the success of reproductive health programs and is
the basis for the quality of care framework put forth in the Cairo Programme.\textsuperscript{31}

The right to freedom from torture is akin to the right to security and liberty, and in
this context, theoretically protects women from forced pregnancy, which can occur when
a woman is raped and denied an abortion.\textsuperscript{32} The right to bodily integrity is similarly
related, not only to protect the individual from coercive or forced means of limiting her
fertility, but also to ensure that each individual has the right to the possession and control
of her own person, including freedom from laws that force unwanted pregnancy.\textsuperscript{33}

The right to freedom from involuntary servitude has also been invoked in this
context. "That control by which the personal service of one (person) is disposed of or
coerced for another's benefits" constitutes involuntary servitude.\textsuperscript{34} Specifically, if a
woman is forced to carry an unwanted pregnancy to term, either due to restrictive laws or
lack of services, she is essentially forced to serve her fetus. Forcing women to be
mothers or "giving fetuses the legal right to the continued use of their mothers' bodies"
violates the right to be free from involuntary servitude.\textsuperscript{35}

\textit{Freedom from discrimination based on gender}
\begin{itemize}
  \item UDHR, Art. 2; ICCPR, Art. 2.1, 3; ICESCR, Art 2.2; CEDAW, Art1, 3; Vienna, Para
18; Cairo, Princ. 1,4; Beijing, Par. 214
\end{itemize}

All of the documents listed above ensure equity and freedom from discrimination
based on gender, and recent progress has been made to promote adherence to this
freedom. In March 2000, the Human Rights Committee issued a new General Comment

\textsuperscript{31} Bruce, J., and A. Jain. A Reproductive Health Approach to Objectives and Assessment of Family
\textsuperscript{33} Pine. 1993.
\textsuperscript{34} Pine. 1993.
\textsuperscript{35} Pine. 1993.
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that explicitly spelled out Article 2.1 and 3 of the ICCPR. It states that, "gender equality applies to the enjoyment of all rights – civil, cultural, economic, political, and social – and is not merely a right to non-discrimination; affirmative action is required." From the Beijing Platform:

The neglect of women’s reproductive rights severely limits their opportunities in public and private life, including opportunities for education and economic and political empowerment. The ability of women to control their own fertility forms an important basis for the enjoyment of other rights.

Moreover, in 1999 the Optional Protocol to CEDAW was signed by 33 countries. This is a legal instrument that will allow complaints of human rights violations based on gender to be submitted to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women.

Women cannot be free and equal to enjoy the spectrum of human rights until they have the right to control their fertility, which must include access to safe abortion. Even if all women were able to use contraceptive methods that they chose, methods sometimes fail and women will find themselves with unwanted pregnancies, which they may choose to terminate. Therefore, negating a woman’s right to abortion constitutes discrimination on the basis of gender, as men do not face similar health risks or restrictions on their opportunity to participate fully in all aspects of civil, political, economic, social, and cultural activities. Fundamentally, denying women the right to abortion is about exercising control over women and denying women’s capacity to make moral decisions, which violates the principle of non-discrimination. As one theorist put it, "when states restrict access to abortion, it is not the biological differences between men and women,

36 UNFPA. 2000.
38 UNFPA. 2000.
but the state itself that perpetuates gender inequality. Governments continue to focus on women’s role as mothers, and neglect their right to participate equally in society.

Even if other human rights are theoretically secured equally for women, without access to the means to control their fertility, women do not have the means to determine their future and will never be able to fully realize these rights in practice. Thus, abortion and reproductive rights must be universally and explicitly realized if we are to be truly equal in rights and practice.

*Right to Health, Scientific Progress, and Information and Education*
ICESCR 10.2, 12.1, 12.2; CEDAW 10, 11.2, 11.3, 12.1, 14.2; CC 24.1, 24.2; Vienna Para 41; Cairo Prin 8, Para. 7.45; Beijing Par 89, 92, 267

### # Right to Health

The ICESCR was the first international human rights document to ensure the right to the “highest attainable standard of health.” The WHO defines “health” as a “state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” The Beijing Platform goes much further to state:

Art. 97 ... women are subject to particular health risks due to inadequate responsiveness and lack of services to meet health needs related to sexuality and reproduction. Unsafe abortions threaten the lives of a large number of women, representing a grave public health problem as it is primarily the poorest and youngest who take the highest risk. Most of these deaths, health problems, and injuries are preventable through improved access to adequate health-care services, including safe and effective family planning methods and emergency obstetric care, recognizing the right of women and men to be informed and to have access to safe, effective, affordable and acceptable methods of family planning of their choice, as well as other methods of their choice for regulation of fertility which are not against the law, and the right of access to appropriate health-care services...

These documents call for governments to work toward improving the health of people in their country, which in turn implies that states must recognize causes of significant mortality and morbidity in order to provide appropriate services. As discussed
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above, abortion is a significant cause of ill health and death. In order to ensure the right to health comprehensively, states should strike restrictive abortion laws that lead to the practice of unsafe abortions. They should also collect data on abortion that can be applied to create programs that address the health consequences of unsafe abortion by providing high-quality services and access to family planning.

Along these lines, the Human Rights Committee has called on Peru to review laws and improve access to all health services, including safe abortion and emergency medical attention for complications that result from abortion. Similarly, it has asked Ecuador to help adolescents facing unwanted pregnancy to access health care and education. The committee has also voiced concern about Poland’s strict abortion laws, high numbers of unsafe abortion, limited access to contraceptives, and lack of sex education in schools.44

First-hand experience throughout the world indicates that often women who arrive at hospitals with vaginal bleeding are mistrusted and not given appropriate medical attention.45 In South Africa, a visiting medical student noted that women who came in with vaginal bleeding were treated with disrespect and medical attention was often delayed.46 When asked how it is determined whether a woman’s bleeding is the result of an induced or spontaneous abortion, the director of a woman’s hospital in Bolivia stated, “that’s a difficult question to answer, because right from the start, we mistrust the woman.”47 This mistreatment and denial of appropriate medical care, regardless of the cause of the injury, violates the right to health.

44 UNFPA. 2000.
In Nepal, though illegal, abortion is sometimes provided in public hospitals. However, it is not provided consistently and not necessarily upon the request of the woman. This kind of inconsistency violates the right to equal access to health care. In Bolivia, a similar scenario in which the problem of unsafe abortion is ignored within the official safe motherhood effort masks the reality of unsafe abortion and denies the need for care. Some health professionals have even suggested not discussing the issue publicly so as to be able to continue to provide care secretly. These instances not only limit women’s access to adequate health care, but also represent discriminatory medical practices in which some women receive care and some do not.

**Right to benefit from scientific progress**

From a technical point of view, abortion doesn’t have to be fatal, or even particularly dangerous. When it is carried out in hygienic conditions and with appropriate methods, it is a highly safe procedure. This is becoming all the more true as recent scientific and technologic advances now include medical abortion and emergency contraception. Women who live in areas where abortion is illegal or inaccessible and contraception, including emergency contraception, is not available cannot benefit from these advances, which should, according to human rights doctrines, be universally available. Because they cannot access these quality services, they suffer the health consequences of dangerous methods. Moreover, there is a stark discrepancy in the quality and nature of services between rural and urban areas and socio-economic strata within nations, as well as between them.
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**Right to information and education**

Access to information and education about health issues is conceptualized as part of the right to access to health care and services. In fact, Ireland was recently found to be in violation of the individual right to receive and impart information when the government tried to prevent circulation of information about abortion legally obtained in Britain.\(^{52}\) The United States’ "global gag rule" forbids non-governmental organizations receiving money from USAID to provide information regarding abortion services to clients. This policy has been challenged on the grounds of violating the right to seek and impart information, and it was revoked under the Clinton administration, but George W. Bush has reinstated it as part of US foreign policy.\(^{53}\)

*Right to Privacy*

*ICCPR Art. 17.1; CRC Art 16.1, 16.2; Cairo Para 7.45; Beijing Par 106, 107*

The right to privacy regarding decisions that people make about their own bodies, especially as it relates to reproductive capacity, ensures women’s confidential and autonomous choice in reproductive matters.\(^{54}\) On this basis, abortion is grounded on claims of personal privacy within which governments may not coerce choice or restrain liberty. The claim to the autonomous choice of women has been upheld by the European commission in cases in which a woman’s partner has attempted to veto her decision.\(^{55}\) Additionally, national laws that allow abortion on the grounds of privacy, such as the US law under Roe v. Wade, have been approved under international human rights
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doctrines. Despite this rights-based framework for federal law, Roe v. Wade has been undermined by court decisions and state mandates that allow such restrictions as parental notification and waiting periods, and have denied public funding for abortions.\textsuperscript{57}

**Summary of the Right to Abortion**

Because human rights are inextricably linked in both theory and practice, the denial of women’s access to abortion puts human rights, as well as health, in jeopardy. As demonstrated by these provisions, international documents provide a strong basis for the right to abortion on many grounds. Moreover, when the right to abortion has been central to cases brought before human rights commissions, the documents have by and large been used to support access to safe abortion. In order to illustrate this discussion, I will explore access to safe abortion and human rights in Cambodia.

**Religious Discourse and the Right of the Fetus to Life**

The claim to the right to life of the fetus changes the debate entirely. Some countries explicitly recognize the right to life of the \textit{unborn}. For example, a 1983 amendment to the Irish Constitution states:

> The state acknowledges the right to life of the unborn and, with due regard to the right to life of the mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, and as far as practicable, by its laws to defend and vindicate that right.\textsuperscript{38}

In Ireland in 1992, Case X involved a 14-year-old rape victim who became pregnant and who, with her parents’ support, attempted to obtain a legal abortion in England. The abortion was forbidden by the court on the basis of the amendment above. This case
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caused a public outcry in Ireland, during which much of the populace who had voted in favor of the amendment, found themselves advocating for the girl’s right to obtain an abortion. When the girl became suicidal as a result of the forced pregnancy, the case was again brought before the court by the girl’s parents, and the previous ruling was overturned by a vote of 4-1 on the grounds that the life of the mother is equally important as the life of the fetus.  

On the international scene, the case prompted the European Commission on Human Rights to address the issue of the right to life of the unborn. Though the Commission did not explicitly state whether or not the right to life extends to the unborn, it did state that if that right does extend to the unborn, it is not an absolute right, and must be considered in relation to the right to life of the pregnant woman. It found that such an absolute right would be contrary to the spirit and purpose of the Convention.

If [the right to life] were held to cover the foetus and its protection were, in the absence of any express limitation, seen as absolute, an abortion would have to be considered as prohibited even where the continuance of the pregnancy would involve a serious risk to the life of the pregnant woman. This would mean that the 'unborn life' of the foetus would be regarded as being of a higher value than the life of the pregnant woman.  

As this case demonstrates, there is not a provision in the international rights doctrines that extends rights of any kind to the unborn. Additionally, this statement provides that any right of the fetus to life should not be regarded as more important than the life of the pregnant woman. However, it falls short of explaining what constitutes enough of a "serious risk to the life of the pregnant woman" to permit an abortion, if, and this is an "if" not granted by any international rights doctrine, the right to life extends to the fetus.

---

Interestingly, the most comprehensive criticism of Ireland’s abortion laws comes from a Catholic Organization – Catholics for a Free Choice. A summary of their position is contained in the following statement:

... even in a country that is predominantly Catholic, laws governing abortion need not adhere to the Catholic hierarchy’s narrowly defined position. The reasons cited were threefold. First, Catholic teaching and tradition, which stress the importance of conscience, leave room for a more nuanced position on abortion than that currently taken by the hierarchy. The Catholic church has acknowledged that it does not know when a fetus becomes a person and has not declared its teaching on abortion infallible. Second, many Catholics themselves do not support the church’s position on abortion and their opinion, not the hierarchy’s, should shape public policy. And finally, the Irish system has instituted a separation between church and state that makes it inappropriate for church doctrine to substitute as public policy.61

This statement supports the notion that regulations of abortion based on religious doctrines, specifically Catholic doctrines, should not dictate public policy or law. Freedom of religion preempts any legislation based on religious tenets espoused by the religious hierarchy.62 Figureheads of the church invoke religious doctrines that are subject to interpretation and are by no means monolithic. There is much debate as to when life begins and how to legislate on “moral decisions” within religions, as well as outside of them.

Along these lines, citizens and members of the world’s religions are not singular in their stance on the right to life of the fetus. In Tunisia, for example, first trimester abortion was legalized with the blessing of the Tunisian Islamic scholars.63 Similarly, Turkey, as well as some predominantly Islamic former Soviet republics have liberal abortion laws.64 In fact, Islamic scholars have differing views about when “ensoulment”

of the fetus occurs, and therefore differing opinions on when, and under what circumstances, abortion is permitted by Islamic law.\textsuperscript{65} Further, in Islam, as in all religions, there is great diversity, ambiguous texts, contradictions and reform movements, as well as fundamentalist strands.\textsuperscript{66} One study of Islam found that clerics who actually have contact with followers are more open to believe that economic hardship is a legitimate justification for abortion than those who engage solely in religious study.\textsuperscript{67} All of these factors contribute to the current reality and the future possibility for Islamic nations to support access to safe abortion.

Within religions there is debate about when in the gestational period “personhood” or “ensoulment” occurs. There is also considerable support for the idea that, regardless of this philosophical debate, the question of whether or not to have an abortion should be an issue of personal choice, subject to the individual’s own conscience and moral decision-making strategy, rather than government dictates.\textsuperscript{68} One thing is certain, women everywhere, of every religious faith, choose to have abortions, often under very dangerous conditions. In fact, one study found that Catholics in the US undergo abortions at a rate 29\% higher than Protestant women.\textsuperscript{69} Laws espousing a single view of when life begins and an endorsement of a religious tenet of some, may violate freedom of religion and non-discrimination by “preempting personal decisions of conscience” and failing to recognize women as capable of moral decision-making.\textsuperscript{70} Fetal rights
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proponents would argue that these same rationalizations were used to justify slavery and undermine the rights of people with disabilities and mental retardation.\textsuperscript{71}

However, other arguments against extending rights to the unborn state simply that the fetus has no medical and legal rights as long as it is in the woman’s body. According to Ruth Hubbard, “as long as you must manipulate the woman to get to the fetus, she is the only one with the right to make decisions about the pregnancy. Once it’s outside, its well-being doesn’t impact her physical autonomy.”\textsuperscript{72} In a case regarding maternal substance use in 1996, Canada’s supreme court ruled that nobody has the right to interfere with a woman’s pregnancy against her will, even if her behavior threatens the fetus. The majority opinion stated that, “the only law recognized is that of the born person. Any right or interest the fetus may have remains inchoate and incomplete until the birth of the child.” Moreover, “the most sacred sphere of personal liberty – the right of every person to live and move in freedom… A pregnant woman and her unborn child are one… to make orders to protect fetuses would radically impinge on the fundamental liberties of the mother – both as to lifestyle choices and as to where she chooses to live…”\textsuperscript{73} The majority opinion clearly supports the claim that only a born person, in this case the pregnant woman alone, can lay claim to human rights.

\textbf{Access to Safe Abortion and Human Rights in Cambodia}

In Cambodia, approximately 2,000 women die each year from pregnancy-related causes and an additional 200,000 suffer lifelong disability.\textsuperscript{74} Though exact numbers for
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abortion-related morality are unavailable, WHO estimates from a 1997 report an abortion-specific maternal mortality ratio of approximately 130/100,000 live births, which would represent over 25% of the maternal mortality ratio estimated in 1996 by the sisterhood method of 437/100,000.75,76 Though the law to liberalize abortion has been passed, the lack of guidelines and therefore lack of availability of public services has led the UNFPA to believe that these figures are likely unchanged and unsafe abortion still represents a significant threat to the right to life of Cambodian women. Cambodia has ratified the ICESCR, ICCPR, CEDAW, and CRC.77

In Cambodia, women face many obstacles to security and liberty, including domestic violence, rape, trafficking, prostitution, and lack of access to reproductive health services including family planning and abortion. These factors all limit the extent to which a Cambodian woman has full possession and control over her own person—the basic tenet of security, liberty, freedom from slavery, and bodily integrity. In Cambodia, more than 80% of women have an unmet need for contraception; furthermore, though abortion was legalized in 1997, the law has not been implemented because the Ministry of Health has not issued the guidelines required by the legislature. This limits equitable access to abortion in the public sector, which is where all women, regardless of their economic situation, should be able to have safe abortions.78 Due to the lack of provision of these services, Cambodian women are often faced with unwanted pregnancy and lack of the means to control their own fertility, person, and future.

77 UNHCHR. 2002.
Though women with financial means can access quality services, women who are poor and marginalized, such as sex workers, have fewer options when faced with an unwanted pregnancy. It is estimated that more than half Cambodia’s 30-50,000 sex workers have been trafficked or forced into this work.79 Sex workers who become pregnant are often forced by the brothel owner to obtain abortions from certain providers. They therefore do not have the choice of whether or not to have an abortion, or freedom to choose a safe provider. This situation leads to the perpetuation of forced servitude and undermines their bodily integrity by subjecting them to the services of abortion providers chosen by the brothel owner. The public provision of services could help allay the situation by ensuring access to a range of providers and offering counseling that would focus on free choice so that women can decide for themselves whether to have an abortion or to carry a pregnancy to term.

In Cambodia, Article 35 of the Constitution guarantees the equality of men and women in political, social, economic, and cultural arenas.80 Cambodia is also a signatory to the CEDAW, and has the internationally recognized obligation to eliminate discrimination against women in order to ensure the equal enjoyment of rights. Article 36 of Cambodia’s constitution states that women and men must receive equal pay for equal work, however, while 67% of all manufacturing workers are female, women in this industry are paid 30% less than men in the same industry.81 Though women constitute 52% of the workforce, they hold only 13% of the managerial positions. Moreover, while over one quarter of households are female-headed, these households report the smallest landholdings.
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There are few women in positions of decision-making authority; there are only two female ministers out of a total of 28 and the national assembly has only 10 women, compared to 112 men.\textsuperscript{82} Of the 110 judges in Cambodia, just 8 are women, and there are no female prosecutors among the 40. In effect, though women form the majority of the population, they have little control over the creation of the law and policy that govern Cambodia's people.

Though education is seen as the key to empowerment for women, girls have much higher drop-out rates and lower enrollment rates than do boys because when family resources are short, it is girls who are kept at home to care for siblings and to work, while boys are allowed to pursue their education. As a result, just 51\% of women are somewhat literate, compared to 85\% of men.\textsuperscript{83}

Domestic violence and rape continue to be widespread and largely unpunished crimes, which are major problems indicated by the High Commissioner's report on the situation of human rights in Cambodia.\textsuperscript{84} Sexual double standards make it such that a girl who has sex before marriage is like "leftover food," but the same is not true for men.\textsuperscript{85} A young woman who engages in pre-marital sex at the urging of a boyfriend who promises marriage, faces grave consequences. If the boyfriend subsequently refuses to marry her, she is left with a sullied reputation and is often not considered for future marriage. Girls in this situation may be more easily coerced into prostitution.\textsuperscript{86}
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Prostitution and trafficking of girls and women are on the rise in Cambodia, with family members as well as strangers implicated in this exploitation.\textsuperscript{87}

Access to health services, including reproductive health services, is limited for a significant portion of the population, which contributes to Cambodia's high maternal mortality rate. Due to limited access to health services, such as contraceptive methods and reproductive health services, 80% of Cambodian women have unmet need for contraception. They therefore risk the health complications of unplanned pregnancy.

In Cambodia, access to abortion services is severely limited by the lack of guidelines despite the ostensible legality of the procedure. Though abortion was legalized in 1997, the lack of guidelines has translated into the lack of provision of abortion services in the public sector, forcing women to use private facilities, which for poor women means accessing services from untrained TBAs. The high unmet need for contraception indicates a significant lack of access to appropriate health services, and implies a high demand for abortion services. This lack of services is felt disproportionately by rural women who often live far from health facilities. Over 84% of Cambodian women deliver their babies without trained personnel, relying instead on services from TBAs or delivering with no assistance whatsoever.\textsuperscript{88} Access to affordable, good quality health care is extremely limited for most of the population. According to the Special Representative to the UNHCHR, the amount of money spent on health care is disproportionate to the income of most households: in 1996, households with incomes of
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less that $15 per month spent 28% of their incomes on health care and 45% of households had to borrow money to pay for in-patient care.\textsuperscript{89}

Moreover, due in large part to the lack of adequate salaries and training, health care workers have been known to deny care to people who are unable to pay, channel clients to their private clinics, and extort money from patients.\textsuperscript{90} The problem of low salaries is a serious structural obstacle to the right to health in Cambodia. This situation consistently undermines the quality of services provided in the public sector and entices workers to deny services at the public clinics only to offer them to clients in their own private "clinics" so that they can supplement their public income. This diverts revenues from the public sector and jeopardizes the availability of public health services by limiting the service delivery points and potentially driving up the cost, which pushes poor people to access services from less well-regarded practitioners who charge lower fees. Though this issue is of great concern, it was not selected as a health care sector priority for 2003-2007 by the Health Sector Review Board.\textsuperscript{91}

In terms of the right to benefit from scientific progress, in Cambodia the WHO-sanctioned method for first trimester abortion, Manual Vacuum Aspiration, is only available at two clinics in the capital city of Phnom Penh, while 84% of the population lives in rural areas with only limited access to distant, as well as inappropriate, abortion services.\textsuperscript{92}

In Cambodia, it is generally accepted that the Buddhist religion is uncompromising in its respect for life, a view that carries over to the abortion debate. It is thought that
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having an abortion is killing an unborn baby, and if you have an abortion, you will receive bad karma. However, Buddhism in Cambodia also recognizes the economic pressures on families and women, and there are many sympathetic monks who understand the difficult position women with unwanted pregnancies find themselves in. Though a person may receive bad karma for having an abortion, this bad karma must be weighed against the reality of carrying an unwanted pregnancy to term and having a child. It is just one factor to be considered in this decision.

The lack of equal access to education, positions of power, land, and income for Cambodian women undermines their ability to limit the perpetuation of the widespread violence, rape, trafficking, prostitution, and lack of access to necessary reproductive health services that they experience. In turn, the persistence of violence against women and lack of the means to control their fertility and destiny prevent Cambodian women from accessing educational, economic, and career opportunities. This represents a vicious cycle of gender discrimination in which the inability to realize each of these rights in turn makes it more difficult to exercise each of the other rights, thus illustrating the indivisibility of civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights. The lack of access to safe abortion services in Cambodia undermines the ability of Cambodian women to control their fertility, their destiny, and therefore, their ability to participate fully in the wide range of human rights that they are ostensibly guaranteed.

Conclusion

The interconnectedness of rights implies that a woman has the right to control her own body, fertility, and therefore destiny, if she is to be empowered and able to fully enjoy her civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights. It is perhaps this very
notion that makes the issue of the right to abortion so controversial. If it is true that it is necessary to have access to safe abortion in order for women to be full citizens, then it follows that people who do not believe women should, or are capable of, exercising a full range of freedoms are opposed to the right to abortion. As stated by Rachael Pine, “abortion is the fulcrum of a much broader ideological struggle in which the very meanings of family, the state, motherhood, and young women’s sexuality are contested.”⁹⁴ Opposition thus stems from the desire to keep women in their traditional role as mothers and wives, essentially “barefoot and pregnant.”

In Cambodia women’s roles are defined very differently than those of men. There is a clear sexual double standard: traditionally “good” women are only valued as virginal, pure girls or mothers whose role is to care only for the well-being of her family. This double standard extends into the political and civil sphere where Cambodia still lacks significant representation of women in positions of decision-making authority in the government, the judiciary, or management. Though this view is changing somewhat in Cambodia with the work of the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, the UNFPA, and numerous NGOs, there is still much work to be done to improve the status of women. If one looks at safe abortion within the context of the low status of women and the perpetuation of traditional gender roles, it is not surprising that the MoH is dragging its feet to pass the guidelines and there doesn’t seem to be much political pressure to make them move more quickly.

Just as the full realization of women’s human rights is dependent on her ability to control her fertility, so are her reproductive rights and health influenced by access to, and

control over, social resources. This was recognized in 1994 by the International Federation of Obstetrics and Gynecology, which stated that there is a need for state action to correct injustice to women, recognizing that health is compromised by infringements on human rights, not just lack of medical knowledge. For instance, a woman’s education level strongly influences her reproductive health, use of family planning, and child survival. This indicates the need for reproductive health advocates to not only call for narrow provisions relating to health, but also universal education, and the removal of barriers to girls education and the opportunity to enjoy a free and open future. Legal literacy and legal service programs to help women understand their rights and use courts to advocate for their rights also have a central role in the effort to improve reproductive health and attain access to safe abortion. These advances, however, depend on an effectual judiciary, which is absent in countries like Cambodia.

Theoretical rights are meaningless if there are no means to exercise those rights due to constraints of poverty, political turmoil, gender inequality, or cultural norms that infringe on the full enjoyment of rights. This is strikingly obvious in Cambodia where the population as a whole suffers from governmental corruption, economic inequality and judicial ineffectiveness. As one document states, “The failure to implement legislative measures to curb corruption by state and government officials violates the people’s fundamental economic, social and cultural rights and counteracts efforts to secure social justice and genuine poverty reduction.” Women are disproportionately affected by this
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reality due to their low literacy rates, lack of representation in positions of power, low
wages, and their susceptibility to trafficking, violence, and rape. However, participation
in civil society is on the rise and each day women are becoming more involved, creating
organizations to empower themselves, and advocating for social change in Cambodia.

According to Pine, "there must be a move to ensure reproductive choice within the
socio-economic context in which real choices are made." This points to a need to
address the constraints and coercions that impede the right to freely decide about whether
to have children and highlights issues such as sex-selective abortion. These issues extend
far beyond the legality of abortion, and are deeply rooted in the economic, cultural, and
social realities of individuals throughout the world — individuals to whom the rights
discussed thus far theoretically apply equally. Health programs and policy in a vacuum
can do little to address these fundamental factors that structurally limit an individual’s or
community’s ability to fully exercise their rights, including the right to control their
fertility. Therefore, comprehensive, multidisciplinary strategies that involve the local
community and aim for empowerment are the only means to fully address the implicit
and explicit violation of rights that I have described.

**Future Directions**

Situating the right to abortion firmly in the human rights discourse is a major step
forward in addressing the depth and breadth of unsafe abortion. Further, it establishes the
basis for widespread advocacy. Human rights documents can and should be used to hold
governments accountable for violations of reproductive rights. These include direct
action on the part of the state, such as coercive sterilization, as well as inaction to meet
the minimum core obligations to human rights, which includes neglecting to address
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significant causes of mortality and morbidity, such as unsafe abortion. Therefore, both state action and inaction that are contrary to the right to essential health services and the means to protect one’s reproductive health should be sanctioned by the UN Human Rights Commission. Moreover, violations relating to structural discrimination that disadvantage women in the aggregate, such as broad discrepancies in access to health services, must be addressed.

It has been suggested that reproductive rights impact assessments be created to help governments determine their programs of action with regards to meeting reproductive health needs. Tools that help governmental and non-governmental organizations incorporate rights-based aspects to their work represent an important bridge between establishing a theoretical basis for reproductive rights, including abortion, and taking the steps to incorporate these norms into practice. A model of this sort was discussed by Sofia Gruskin, of the François-Xavier Bagnoud Center for Health and Human Rights at Harvard University, as it relates to her work with the government of Mozambique. The model includes the following steps.

1. The development of a rights framework.
2. The incorporation of this framework into the language of political statements.
3. A review of state laws as written and as carried out.
4. The collection of data that reflects the reality of reproductive health and rights.
5. The creation of new programs and re-allocation of resources.

The issue of unsafe abortion can be explicitly incorporated into this model and used for the practical goal of helping governments improve their response to this pressing need.

---

In the international arena there remains considerable work to be done in the effort to ensure access to safe abortion. The steps outlined above indicate ways to move forward in the promotion of reproductive and abortion rights and health, given the current laws and documents that govern abortion today. However, we must also continue to advocate for access to safe abortion as a universal human right. There is a strong basis for doing so in current human rights documents, but an explicit provision for the access to safe abortion and reproductive self-determination is necessary.\textsuperscript{103} Not to do so is to continue to deny women the opportunity to fully experience human rights in their entirety.

Section II: Abortion, Human Rights, and Domestic Law

Laws on abortion vary widely from country to country, but even in places where laws are not restrictive, the application of the law depends largely on the wording of the law, associated requirements to implement the law, political will, and a proactive public health care system. Both the Cairo Platform and the Beijing Programme call on governments to recognize unsafe abortion and urge government action to liberalize abortion laws and improve abortion-related services. As stated in the ICPD+5 Review of Progress in 1999:

Paragraph 63(iii)... in circumstances where abortion is not against the law, health systems should train and equip health-service providers and should take other measures to ensure that such abortion is safe and accessible. Additional measures should be taken to safeguard women’s health.104

Even in countries where the right to safe abortion has been recognized legally, access to such services is often limited. Cambodia is one such country. Though abortion was legalized there in 1997, the guidelines needed to begin the process of making the law a reality have not been issued and the services are therefore not available in public clinics. This brings into question the issue of legislating abortion law, as often the way the law is conceptualized and worded has significant implications for how the law is implemented and whether it is implemented at all. For instance, in the UK, the wording of the abortion law contained special regulations that only permitted inpatient procedures, which took over a quarter of a century to change.105 A similar situation occurred in India, where the 1972 abortion law is still not a reality for most rural Indians. Though the procedure has

been legal for decades, more unsafe than safe abortions still take place and a reported 10 out of every 11 abortions are performed outside of the public health system.\textsuperscript{106}

Belgium, on the other hand, requires that facilities offer appropriate counseling and information about the support a woman can receive if she chooses to carry the pregnancy to term, and only stipulates that abortions be performed under “good medical conditions.”\textsuperscript{107} While in many countries laws constrain provision by only allowing physicians to perform abortions, in Botswana and Cameroon, registered or qualified “medical practitioners” may do so. In Bangladesh, “family welfare personnel” are allowed to perform menstrual regulations.\textsuperscript{108} These seemingly small differences in the law can have a profound impact on how the law is implemented and how women’s lives are affected.

However, factors beyond the wording of the law itself are instrumental in the application of the law. Medical barriers are not uncommon where doctors have the ultimate decision-making authority about whether a woman may receive an abortion. This is the case in the UK, though liberal interpretation of the law seems to make abortion veritably available upon request. Physician and community opposition to abortion in certain areas of the United States, Germany, and Poland significantly limit access to abortion. Additional restrictions on abortion, such as stipulations about the type of facility or provider that can offer the services, gestational age, waiting periods, third-party authorizations, mandatory counseling, and registration of the procedure have been


\textsuperscript{108} Rahman. 1998.
justified on claims of concern about the safety of the services.\textsuperscript{109} The cost of abortion services and lack of public funding can also limit access to services, even where they are legal. This reality is best summarized below:

Because laws are subject to widely varying interpretations by governmental authorities and by medical personnel and because enforcement is uneven or (sometimes) nonexistent, the literal wording of laws paints an imperfect picture of their impact on medical practice and on the actual availability of legal abortion services. Moreover, the attitudes of the medical community and inadequacies in the country's healthcare system may limit abortion availability even where services would be legally permissible.\textsuperscript{110}

In Cambodia, because the guidelines that are required by the 1997 abortion law have not been implemented, abortion services are not available readily in the public sector. The reasons that the guidelines haven’t been signed and applied are thus far unclear. The ramifications of this are also not known, though it is thought by many reproductive health professionals in Cambodia and the local UNFPA office that, because there has been no training of health care providers in the procedure, nor regulated provision of abortion services, the safety of abortion has not improved since the law passed.

The situation in Cambodia highlights the indivisibility and interconnectedness of human rights. Basic civil and political rights; economic, social, and cultural rights, including gender equality and access to safe abortion, are threads of a common cloth. The strength of the fabric depends on the integrity of each individual strand, as reproductive rights and human rights are woven together. Forces that threaten access to safe abortion, as well as those that threaten more widely recognized human rights, work to unravel this fragile cloth and the full enjoyment of life.

Based in part on the steps outlined previously by Gruskin, and considering the earlier discussion of abortion and human rights, the Cambodian context provides fertile ground

\textsuperscript{109} Rahman. 1998.
\textsuperscript{110} Rahman. 1998.
on which to review how the abortion law is written and carried out, as well as collect data that reflects the reality of abortion services within the larger purview of human rights. This research can then be used for the creation of programs, considering the context of the status of women and human rights discussed in the previous section, to address the needs yet to be met by the abortion law.

In Section III, I explore the context of abortion in Cambodia by employing qualitative and quantitative research methodology.
Section III - Abortion in Cambodia: A Qualitative and Quantitative Study of the Current Situation in Cambodia

Background

Introduction

While unsafe abortions pose a significant health risk to women throughout the world, unsafe abortions occur in much greater numbers in certain parts of the world. Half of the world’s unsafe abortions take place in Asia (10,000,000), with nearly one third (6,500,000) in Southeast Asia alone. In Asia, more women die from unsafe abortion than in any other region of the world, and an estimated 12% of all maternal mortality is thought to be caused by unsafe abortion, with an estimated 38,000 women dying per year from these procedures.\textsuperscript{111} Morbidity and mortality associated with unsafe abortion is a critical public health concern worldwide, as it is an entirely preventable problem due to the low health risk of safe abortions. As I have argued, however, abortion can, and should, also be conceptualized within the human rights framework. Reproductive rights, which enable a person to control her own body, fertility, and therefore destiny, are intimately linked with a person’s capacity to take part in a full range of civil, political, and economic rights.

Cambodian Context

In Cambodia a liberal abortion law was passed by the National Assembly in 1997. The law permits abortion on demand for pregnancies up to 12 weeks; for pregnancies over 12 weeks abortion is permitted if the woman’s life is in danger, if the child would have an incurable disease (including HIV/AIDS), or if the pregnancy is a result of rape.

\textsuperscript{111} Ipas. Unsafe Abortion in the ESCAP Region. \url{www.ipas.org} (last visited 2002).
(or incest). For a later term abortion (over 12 weeks), a woman's decision to abort must be approved by a group of 2 to 3 physicians. Abortions can be performed by any health professional and health facility authorized by the MoH. However the guidelines necessary to implement the law, known as “PRAKAS,” have not yet been issued. This represents a situation in which a “liberal” abortion law has been passed, but, due to the wording and stipulations of the law, which require MoH action, it has not been implemented.

As is the case in most countries, abortion is not a topic that is openly discussed in Cambodia, nor are statistics on the topic easily gathered. The CDHS approximated a 5% prevalence of abortion among all women, but CDHS abortion statistics are thought to demonstrate significant underreporting, in part because of the difficulty of collecting reliable data on this sensitive issue from women in large-scale household surveys. The CDHS also found that among women ages 45-49, the oldest age group of women surveyed and therefore those who most closely represent a lifetime prevalence, 8.7% reported ever having had at least one abortion. Preliminary data from a study of 91 indirect sex workers (in this case, “beer girls”) indicate an abortion prevalence of 56%, with a median number of 2 abortions among the 51 beer girls who had ever had an abortion. Of the 81 beer girls who had ever been pregnant (88% of the total), the abortion prevalence was 63%. Though data on abortion specific mortality has not

---

116 Indirect sex workers are girls working in the sex industry indirectly, such as via entertainment, drinking and eating establishments, but who do not operate in brothels. “Beer girls” specifically refers to women and girls who work in this capacity, officially as beer promoters in eating and drinking establishments.
been collected recently, WHO estimates from a 1997 report an abortion-specific maternal mortality ratio of approximately 130/100,000 live births, which would represent over 25% of the maternal mortality ratio estimated at 437/100,000 in 1996.\textsuperscript{118,119}

**Rationale**

Although the MoH has made maternal and child health a “high priority”, and the strategic plan for safe motherhood includes abortion care, very little information has been collected to create effective programs to address this stated priority in the area of abortion.\textsuperscript{120} Therefore, there is a pressing need for accurate information about the current state of induced abortion, including a profile of service provision, in order to aid in the MoH effort to address this issue and attract funding for this agenda.

Because an estimated 84% of Cambodians live in rural areas, and there is a high unmet need for contraceptives and more limited access to health services in these areas, it is especially important to look at abortion in rural areas. However, recent unpublished research indicates that among over 2,000 women surveyed, those who have had abortions have received only 5.5% of services from TBAs, with the majority receiving services from other “private sources.”\textsuperscript{121} For this reason, the Cambodian office of the UNFPA in Cambodia wanted to survey public and private Abortion Service Providers (ASPs), at the district and commune/village level to obtain an overview of abortion to assist in the creation of a reality-based and effective MoH Safe Abortion Program.

\textsuperscript{118} *Unsafe Abortion: Global and Regional Estimates.* WHO 1997 & World Abortion Policies, UN.

\textsuperscript{119} Sprechmann, et al. 1996.

\textsuperscript{120} *Cambodian Safe Motherhood National Strategy.* Section 1.C.1.24. 1997.

\textsuperscript{121} Long, Dr. Chhun. Unpublished study from the National Reproductive Health Program. Personal communication. 2002.
Objectives

The general objective of this study was to bring the situation of abortion to the attention of donors, policymakers, and program planners by providing information on the experience and effects of current abortion policies, with the ultimate goal of reducing maternal morbidity and mortality associated with unsafe abortion. This study did not aim to achieve a country-wide representative sample. Instead, a few sites were selected to provide some indication of the situation in regard to abortion - thus, the results should not be considered "generalizable", but rather "indicative." The research team gathered information from providers in two provinces as well as key informants in Phnom Penh in order to provide a broad overview of the way abortion issues are conceptualized in Cambodia, and to provide an indication of the reality of the practice of abortion in the study areas.

The study’s specific objectives were to:

1. indicate the demand for abortion services.
2. identify the demographic characteristics of women seeking abortion.
3. understand the health consequences of unsafe abortion.
4. profile ASPs at the district and commune level, including their level of training, income earned through the provision of abortion-related services, and whether they practice in the public or private sector.
5. elucidate the nature of abortion-related care, including methods used to induce abortion, the location of service provision, the cost and quality of services, and the prevalence of post-abortion birth spacing counseling and provision of birth spacing methods.
6. identify how providers and clients understand the legal status of abortion.
7. understand how policy makers, programmers, donors, and providers envision the future of abortion care.
**Study Design**

The data collection period of this study had two phases and incorporated both qualitative and quantitative methods. Phase One was a survey of Abortion Service Providers, and Phase Two consisted of a series of key informant interviews.

**Phase One:**

**Survey of ASPs**

A survey of 75 abortion service providers was implemented in two provinces, Takeo and Pursat, in order to collect quantitative data on the areas of interest identified above.

**Design and Study Population**

This arm of the study consisted of a retrospective, cross-sectional survey of ASPs practicing on the district, commune and village level in the provinces of Takeo and Pursat. For the purposes of this study, doctors, nurses, midwives, TBAs and medical assistants were surveyed.

**Methodology**

**Research Team**

This study represented a collaboration between personnel from the UNFPA, MoH, MWVA, RHAC, and CARE, as well as a student from the RUPP. Personnel who work with each of these organizations were involved in various aspects of the design, training, and implementation of the survey.

The research team in Takeo consisted of the author, along with a supervisor from MWVA and three interviewers from MWVA. Additionally, a supervisor from RHAC worked part time on the project and a student from RUPP was an interviewer for the study. A staff member of RHAC in Takeo who is familiar with practitioners involved in
reproductive health services in the area acted as the local informant for the purpose of identifying providers.

The research team in Pursat consisted of the author, one CARE supervisor from Kompong Chhnang, one CARE midwife from Kompong Chhnang, one CARE midwife from Pursat, and two DoH midwives who work with CARE in Pursat.

**Survey Instrument**

The questionnaire was drafted based in part on WHO guidelines for conducting research on unsafe abortion, as well as on other reproductive health surveys used in Cambodia.\(^{122}\) This draft was circulated to local personnel in each of the collaborating organizations with experience in the field as well as other consultants. The primary translation into Khmer was done by MWVA staff, with revisions made by staff from the UNFPA, MoH, and RHAC. The instrument was further modified after training and field-testing. It was then back-translated to check for accuracy.\(^{123}\)

**Training and Field-testing**

The author and the RHAC-associated field supervisor worked together to design a one-day training course for surveyors, which took place the weekend before fieldwork. The training was conducted by Dr. Chhun Long of the NRHP and the RHAC field supervisor. Emphasis was placed on building rapport with the respondent, following the survey instrument correctly, and recording data accurately. Additionally, the training included the theory and practice of abortion research, collecting data in an unbiased manner, and problem solving. The day after the training, field-testing took place in Kandal province with Kandal MWVA staff acting as local informants for the purpose of

\(^{122}\) WHO. *Studying Unsafe Abortion: a practical guide for programme managers.* 1995

\(^{123}\) The survey instrument is included in the Appendix in both English and Khmer.
mapping and identifying providers. The field-testing allowed for cross-checking of the translation of questions and establishing the appropriate question order, as well as determining the length of the interview. We also checked the validity and reliability of questions and made appropriate modifications.

**Sampling**

Takeo and Pursat were chosen to be the study areas primarily for convenience. Takeo was chosen because the field supervisor had to be there for other professional obligations during the time that this study was scheduled to take place. Pursat was chosen because the CARE team and field supervisor in that area were available at the time the study was scheduled to take place. Random sampling of study areas was not implemented and therefore the data cannot be generalized, but rather should be thought of as indicative. This method is similar to the sampling method used in the Safe Motherhood Situation Analysis of 1997.\textsuperscript{124} The ways in which these two provinces are similar and different from other areas in Cambodia should be considered when interpreting the data, and I discuss this in the limitations section.

Because there is no registry of ASPs, we employed convenience sampling and identified abortion providers in each province with the assistance of a local informant with familiarity with reproductive health service providers in the area. We attempted to interview all known ASPs identified by the local informant. If a provider was unavailable, we attempted to reach the provider at a later time. However, we were unable to reach five identified ASPs because they were away for training or due to personal obligations. We also used snowball sampling, as we asked practitioners surveyed if they

\textsuperscript{124} *Safe Motherhood Situation Analysis based on Qualitative Data*. Royal Kingdom of Cambodia, MOH. 1997
knew of other abortion providers in the area and we attempted to interview practitioners identified in this way, as well as those identified by the local informants.

Data Collection

Data was collected from June 17 through June 21, 2002 in Takeo, and from June 24 through June 28, 2002 in Pursat. Interviewers visited the ASPs in their place of work or their home, which were often one and the same. Interviewers explained the purpose of the study and asked for verbal informed consent.\textsuperscript{125} Upon consent, interviewers conducted a structured interview with both open and closed-ended questions. Respondents were each compensated two US dollars for their time in Takeo, and given a sarong of approximately equal value in Pursat.\textsuperscript{126} Data collectors recorded any problems that arose in the field, and the survey team met each day for supervision and to check the quality of data collection.

Data Analysis

UNFPA staff transferred and translated the responses to the questionnaires into an Excel file. The author theme-coded open-ended answers and entered all responses into SPSS 11.0. The author conducted descriptive analysis using SPSS 11.0, under the supervision of Nicholas Jewell, Professor of Biostatistics at the UC Berkeley School of Public Health.

\textsuperscript{125} Verbal, as opposed to written, informed consent was obtained for purposes of maintaining confidentiality and building trust.
\textsuperscript{126} Respondents were given a sarong as opposed to cash in Pursat per the request of a local NGO that expressed concern over setting a precedent of giving cash for participation in research.
Findings

Service Delivery

Providers

As indicated in Table 1, of the 75 practitioners interviewed, 6 were doctors, 4 were nurses, 48 were midwives, 14 were TBAs, and 3 were medical assistants. The majority of abortion providers in our sample are MWs and TBAs, with services also provided by doctors, medical assistants, and nurses.

Table 1: Profession of ASPs Surveyed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Frequency (number)</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwife</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Assistant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training

Though providers were not asked specifically about their training in abortion techniques, data on their professional training was gathered. All of the physicians surveyed have attended medical school. Eighty-five percent of midwives have received some technical training and 100% of nurses and medical assistants have received some technical training. However, only 14% of TBAs have received some technical training, with 72% learning from “a ghost”\textsuperscript{127}, being self-taught, or apprenticing with a midwife or another TBA, and 14% were trained as health workers at refugee camps during the Khmer Rouge regime.

\textsuperscript{127} A TBA told us that learning from “a ghost” involves being visited by a spirit who comes to you in a vision and tells you how to perform an abortion.
Methods

Of the 75 providers interviewed, 51 providers, 68% of the sample, reported providing first trimester abortion services. Of those, the main methods used to induce abortion in the first trimester are manual vacuum aspiration, dilation and curettage, electrical vacuum aspiration, Cytotec® (misoprostol), and deep massage.128,129,130

Data presented in Table 2 illustrates that the provision of different methods varies by profession. Midwives and doctors are most likely to use MVA, with approximately 50% of those interviewed from each profession reporting the use of that method. Approximately 33% of medical assistants, 25% of nurses, and 20% of TBAs use MVA. D&C is most likely to be used by nurses, with 75% reporting the use of curettage, while 66% of doctors surveyed use D&C. Half of TBAs surveyed use D&C, and one third of midwives and medical assistants use it. Electrical vacuum aspiration is used by nurses and medical assistants, and a small minority of midwives. Cytotec® is used by only one doctor. Massage is practiced by five TBAs.

128 Abortion can be performed safely using aspiration, surgical, or medical methods. Within these categories, a variety of techniques and agents can be used, depending on the training and skills of the staff and the equipment and pharmaceutical agents available. Vacuum aspiration methods for abortion include manual, electric or pedal and hand pump aspiration. Surgical methods for abortion are sharp curettage (also known as dilatation and curettage or D&C), and dilatation and evacuation (D&E). Many international and national authorities consider vacuum aspiration an essential service for uterine evacuation; vacuum aspiration is generally preferred over D&C because it is associated with fewer complications. Medical methods for abortion include administering pharmaceutical agents, such as misoprostol (Cytotec®). Ipas. http://www.ipas.org/english/womens_health-abortion/ (last visited 2003).
129 Based on key informant interviews, and as described by some of the TBAs surveyed, deep massage is described as a method practiced by traditional healers which involves lifting the uterus and applying deep pressure repetitively, sometimes over the course of days, until bleeding ensues.
130 Oxytocin is a hormone that is used to induce labor by promoting uterine contractions, but is can also be used as an abortifacient, though with debatable success depending on the dose and stage of pregnancy when it is used, generally thought to be relatively ineffective in the first trimester in part because it does not soften the cervix. Baird, D. 2000. Mode of Action of Medical Methods of Abortion. Journal of the American Medical Women's Association. Vol. 55, No.3. supplement. pp 121-126
Table 2: Methods used for First Trimester Abortions by Profession\textsuperscript{131}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MVA</th>
<th>D&amp;C</th>
<th>EVA</th>
<th>Massage</th>
<th>Cytotec \textsuperscript{0}</th>
<th>Oxytocin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor (n=6)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse (n=4)</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW (n=48)</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA (n=14)</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA (n=3)</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted in Figure 1, when we compared midwives and TBAs on the provision of WHO-recommended vacuum aspiration techniques, we found that 51% of midwives use these methods, while only 21% of TBAs do, which is a statistically significant difference.

\textbf{Figure 1: Percentage of Provider Performing Vacuum Aspiration (p=.04)}

\textsuperscript{131} Note that figures don’t add to 100% as providers may use more than one procedure to induce abortion in their practice.
Second trimester abortions are provided by 19 of the 75 providers, representing 25% of the survey population. As indicated in Table 3, the methods used vary by provider. MVA is provided by 3 midwives and 2 TBAs; D&C is used by 1 doctor, 4 midwives, and 4 TBAs; “Covac”\textsuperscript{132} is used by 1 doctor, 1 nurse, 4 midwives, and 1 TBA; One TBA inserts an object into the cervix to induce second trimester abortion, and deep massage and the administration of oxytocin are used by 1 TBA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Methods used for Second Trimester Abortions by Profession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA (n=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (n=19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 5 of the 75 practitioners interviewed offer third trimester services, which represents 7% of the study population. “Covac” is reportedly used by five practitioners for third trimester abortions, including one nurse, three midwives, and one TBA.

\textsuperscript{132} According to providers, “Covac” is a method that reportedly involves inserting a condom filled with oxytocin and saline into the uterus to induce the expulsion of uterine contents.
Cost

The cost of abortion-related services was also shown to vary by the type of provider. Table 4 indicates that the least expensive services are available from TBAs, with higher fees charged by doctors, nurses, and midwives.

Table 4: Average Cost of Services in US Dollars by Profession (standard deviation in parenthesis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>16 (5.2)</td>
<td>75 (-)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>21 (4)</td>
<td>120 (-)</td>
<td>120 (-)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwife</td>
<td>15 (9.4)</td>
<td>76 (35)</td>
<td>35 (-)</td>
<td>22 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>10 (7.1)</td>
<td>33 (29)</td>
<td>75 (71)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Asst</td>
<td>16 (4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>15 (8.6)</td>
<td>64 (39)</td>
<td>76 (54)</td>
<td>19 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 depicts the cost of services provided by TBAs vs. those provided by MWs. We found that 60% of TBAs offer services for $10 or less, while only 33% of midwives offer services at this cost.\(^{133}\) However, this difference did not reach statistical significance.

\(^{133}\) $10 was used as the cutoff for less expensive services because key informants indicated that is a relatively reasonable fee for many women.
Public vs. Private Provision of Services

Of the 61 non-TBA practitioners, 89\% (N=54) practice in both public and private sectors, and 52\% (N=28) provide abortion services in their private clinics and not in the public sector.\textsuperscript{134} Their average monthly public-sector income is $27 and average private-sector income is $122. In aggregate, these providers saw approximately 4,780 women for abortion-related care in the past twelve months. If these services had been provided in the public sector at an average cost of $10, this would represent a gross annual revenue of approximately $47,800.

Post-abortion birth spacing services

One hundred percent of nurses and medical assistants report the provision of birth spacing counseling and services after providing abortion services. Eighty-three percent of doctors report this activity, as do 76\% of midwives. However, only 41\% of TBAs report offering such services.

Demand and Demographics

Though data gathered from ASPs in Pursat and Takeo cannot be used to estimate a prevalence of abortion in the survey areas,\textsuperscript{135} the gross figures of the number of women seeking care provide insight into the demand for such services, as well as some key demographic information of women seeking services, the complications that arise from induced abortion, and whether women die of unsafe abortion in the communities.

\textsuperscript{134} TBAs are not included in these results because only one TBA practiced in both the public and private sector.

\textsuperscript{135} There is no registry of abortion providers in the study areas, therefore we do not know the overall population of providers from which our sample was drawn, nor the proportion of women of reproductive age in the sample areas that they serve, and can therefore not estimate the prevalence of abortion in the sample areas.
surveyed. As shown in Table 5, within the past 12 months, the 75 providers surveyed report that a total of 5514 women sought services for unwanted pregnancy, 3052 sought services because they missed a period and wanted services to bring it on, and 1429 asked for services for complications that the practitioner suspected to be due to an induced abortion.\(^{136}\) The total number of women of reproductive age in these two provinces is estimated to be 306,217.\(^{137}\)

### Table 5: Estimated Number of Women Seeking Abortion-related Service in Past 12 Months in Takeo and Pursat\(^ {138}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unwanted Pregnancy (# women seeking care in past 12 months)</th>
<th>Missed Period (# women seeking care in past 12 months)</th>
<th>Complications (# women seeking care in past 12 months)</th>
<th>Total (# women seeking any abortion-related care in past 12 months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Providers (n=75)</td>
<td>5514</td>
<td>3052</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>9997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean per provider</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0-600</td>
<td>0-306</td>
<td>0-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwives (n=48)</td>
<td>3133</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>5785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean per midwife</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for midwives</td>
<td>3-600</td>
<td>0-300</td>
<td>0-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAs (n=14)</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean per TBA</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range for TBAs</td>
<td>0-402</td>
<td>0-306</td>
<td>0-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{136}\) According to the WHO, the most frequent complications of unsafe abortion are incomplete abortion, sepsis, hemorrhage and intra-abdominal injuries, such as puncturing or tearing of the uterus. Uprety, 2002.  
\(^{138}\) Note that only figures for the subpopulations of midwives and TBAs are included in this table, as they represent the vast majority of providers surveyed.
As shown in Table 6, of those interviewed, 69 of the 75 providers, representing 92% of the sample, state that their clients are mostly from rural areas. Thirty-five percent have some urban clients and 97% have some rural clients. The age of the clients ranges from 12-55, and the number of children that clients have ranges from 0-16. Ninety-five percent see some married women, and 56% see some single women, with 89% stating that they see mostly married women. Only 7% of providers report never seeing the same woman for multiple abortion services, while 72% say that this sometimes occurs and 17% state that this occurs often, for a total of 89% reporting the provision of multiple abortions to the same woman.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Demographics of Women Seeking Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mostly rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All providers (n=75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health Consequences

Only 11% of providers report that they have never seen a woman for care of abortion-related complications. As shown in Table 7, 25% of providers state that they know of at least one woman who has died in the local community from an unsafe abortion in the past year, but 34% of TBAs report at least one such death.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Percent of Providers who Report at least one Abortion-Related Maternal Death in their Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death from Unsafe abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Providers (n=75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwives (n=75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBAs (n=14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As indicated in Figure 3, when we compared midwives and TBAs on the basis of whether they knew of an abortion-related death in their community, we found that 34% of TBAs knew of such a death, while only 13% of midwives did. This difference, however, did not reach statistical significance.

![Figure 3: Percentage of Providers who know of abortion-related death in their community (p=.15)](image)

**Laws and Regulations**

When asked about the status of abortion law in Cambodia, only 17% of providers knew that abortion was legal. The rest of the providers believed that abortion was illegal except under certain circumstances, that there was no abortion law, or stated that they did not know whether or not services were legal. Only 18% of providers thought that women in their community believe that abortion is legal.

**Vision for the Future**

During the fieldwork phase of the study, practitioners in Pursat and Takeo were asked what they thought should be done to make abortion safer. Ninety-two percent of
those interviewed suggested that services be improved by making services legally available and publicized, offering more training, offering services at more accessible locations, or generally improving the quality of services. Thirty-nine percent of all practitioners and 45% of midwives spontaneously suggested that they would like more training; thus training was the most commonly cited means suggested to improve services.
Phase 2:

Key Informant Interviews

In order to understand the status of abortion policy and programs at the central level, we interviewed program planners, policy-makers, and providers from the MoH, NRHP, local and international NGOs, and donor agencies in Phnom Penh.

Design, Study Population, and Methodology

We interviewed twelve key informants through in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Key informants were defined as individuals who work with governmental, local or international non-governmental, or donor organizations and who could offer background information and insight on the subject based on their experience with abortion-related issues and their current professional positions. We identified key informants through a review of publications that list key actors in the reproductive health field in Cambodia, and through discussions with UNFPA staff and staff from other RH-related organizations. The author conducted all interviews, ten of which were conducted in English, and two of which were conducted with the aid of an interpreter. Verbal informed consent was obtained before the interview, and the author recorded responses by hand during the interviews and later analyzed them through thematic coding. We collected case studies during some of the interviews.

Findings

Service Delivery

There was a virtual consensus on the part of those interviewed in Phnom Penh regarding the current status of service delivery.

Providers

According to key informants, the main providers of abortion services are practitioners who work in the public sector, but who also have their own private clinics, often attached to their home. Though doctors, nurses, medical assistants, and midwives provide services in this way, midwives are reported to be the most common providers of abortion services. Additionally, TBAs are also thought to be important providers, especially in rural areas and to poor women.

Training

There is no formal training in abortion procedures for any level of practitioner. Physicians interviewed stated that they did not receive training in the formal medical curriculum, but learned in their clinical practice. There has been no training in abortion techniques held since the law was passed in 1997. Most practitioners learn by talking to other practitioners who explain the technique or by apprenticing with other practitioners. It is thought that most TBAs learn by apprenticing or feel that they gain their skills through dreams, or ghosts.

Methods

The main methods used to induce abortion by midwives and doctors are said to be manual vacuum aspiration and dilation and curettage in the first trimester. MVA
equipment (consisting of a handheld syringe and a cannula) is imported from Vietnam and can be purchased in the Olympic Market in Phnom Penh at a cost of $1.50 to $2.00 for the handheld syringe, which can be used for approximately 5 procedures. The cost for 100 cannulas is $2.50 to $3.00. Electrical vacuum aspiration and cytotec were also mentioned. For later term abortions, curettage and a method called “Covac”, which involves flushing the uterus with saline and oxytocin in order to induce a stillbirth delivery, were discussed. TBAs are thought to use the traditional deep, repetitive massage technique, which is even depicted on the bas reliefs at Angkor Wat. They are also said to use some of the more modern, technical methods, though without training.

Public vs. Private Provision of Services

In Phnom Penh, the official providers of abortion services are the NMCHC and two clinics operated by CWC, a local NGO funded by MSI. Additionally, a clinic in Sihanoukville just received approval from the MoH for a pilot project to offer abortion services, and two doctors associated with this project are being trained in Vietnam in vacuum aspiration. When they return, they will train three midwives in this technique. Though non-TBA practitioners reportedly practice in both the public and private sector, TBAs are said to be primarily private practitioners, providing services out of their home, or at the home of the client.

Because of the lack of guidelines, as well as the low reimbursement that providers receive for providing any services in the public sector, even practitioners who work in both the public and private sector tend to ask women requesting such services in the public sector to visit their private clinics instead, because they can supplement their income through the private provision of these services. Such practitioners can tell clients
that it is simply not allowed for them to provide such services in the public setting. One key informant who used to provide abortion services privately stated that abortion procedures tend to be quickly and easily provided by experienced practitioners, and the cost charged for such services far exceeds the input costs. Therefore, it is a boon for providers who can make a significant profit by providing services in their private clinics, often operated out of their homes. This key informant went on to say, “abortion is the only way you can make a lot of money easily; it’s not like general healthcare which takes time and requires follow-up visits; they come in for a quick and easy procedure, and you never see them again.”

This creates a conflict of interest for the private sector physicians and for those earning more from their private sector clinics than from their public sector salaries to encourage the use of public sector facilities. According to one key informant, “politically, practitioners support public access to safe abortion, but economically there is a problem.” This sentiment was spontaneously expressed by the majority of those interviewed, particularly those who are not current providers. Upon direct questioning about this aspect of abortion services in Cambodia, other interviewees corroborated this story.

Cost

The cost of quality services ranges from $15 for under 7 weeks, to $50 dollars for over 12 weeks, though reports in the private sector range from $30 to $100 for first trimester, with the cost rising significantly after 12 weeks. These costs, which are charged by private practitioners, are high, but ostensibly linked to higher quality services. However, informants consistently stated that there is no real way to know about the
quality of private services and when seeking out services, one is merely going by word of
mouth. Even so, these costs are prohibitive to poor women in both the city and the rural
areas, and often cause women to go into debt to pay for abortion services, and/or seek
poor quality care. One interviewee stated, “a garment worker who makes under
$40/month and is responsible for sending money back to her family simply can’t afford a
$20 procedure, but nor can she afford to have a child, especially in light of being single,
working, and away from home.” This assertion was echoed by most of those
interviewed, indicating that poor women are forced to risk the danger of receiving unsafe,
more affordable services.

A more reasonable cost for early abortion services is thought to be approximately
10% of a woman’s monthly income, or $4-$5 in the case of garment workers, and several
key informants suggested a fee of $5-$10 for first trimester procedures. The Ministry of
Health has a public exemption for the poor, but the process of being certified as “poor”
for the purposes of receiving less expensive or free services is not thought to be efficient.
The NGO that provides abortions is said to have a payment plan for women who cannot
afford the cost all at once, but due to the need for financial sustainability, they do not
often offer this alternative. Some private providers reduce their fee on a case-by-case
basis, or allow some clients to pay in installments over time.

**Quality**

Key informants reported that the quality of abortion services varies greatly by region
and type of provider and is often closely correlated with the cost of services. Therefore
poor women obtain services from the poorest quality providers and are subject to the
greatest risk of complications. One key informant had observed a massage abortion
provided by a TBA and reported that it was a very prolonged, seemingly very painful procedure. She had also observed an abortion by a rural midwife in the private sector who did not use gloves, did not use appropriate methods to sterilize the instruments, and did not use enough anesthesia to control the patient’s pain.

**CASE STUDY**

Those interviewed pointed to the prohibitive cost of quality services for less well-off women. This situation forces these women to seek care from poor quality providers. One NGO worker told a story about a young HIV+ sex worker who had an unwanted pregnancy. The NGO worker knew that there had been a liberal abortion law passed by parliament, but when she approached the provincial hospital with the young woman, who asked for an abortion, she was denied the service. At that time, her agency was not restricted in their ability to help clients obtain safe abortion services, and she was able to find a private abortion provider who offered safe services, and her agency supplemented the cost. If this girl was not able to obtain help and supplement funds from the NGO, the girl would have gone to an unqualified TBA and would have undergone a cheap, likely unhygienic, unsafe procedure. There is no doubt that this is the case for many girls and women in Cambodia today.

*Post-abortion birth spacing services*

Though it is thought by those interviewed that it is important to promote post-abortion BS, most believe that counseling and the provision of the methods is not done as often as necessary. Reasons cited for this shortcoming include: the provider not wanting to confuse the client by first treating and then promoting a preventative measure; the client not being interested or prepared to deal with such a service at the time of an abortion; the provider forgets, doesn’t have the methods, or doesn’t know how to provide the methods; and, most widely stated, the threat of the potential role of birth spacing in reducing abortion clientele and therefore the profit potential of the provision of abortion services. One key informant stated, “they are afraid that if they provide birth-spacing
counseling, they will not have any business the next time around.” Recommending birth spacing is a conflict of interest for some abortion providers.

**Demand and Demographics**

Based on information gathered through key informant interviews in Phnom Penh, there is a significant demand for abortion services. A key informant that works for an NGO that offers reproductive health services (but not abortion due to the restrictive policy of the donors who fund their program), stated that at least 20% of their clients request abortion services at their clinic. The assertion that abortion provision is a large source of revenue for many providers in their private clinics was also cited as evidence for this. One doctor who used to provide abortion services said, “75-80% of my patients came to me for abortion services, maybe because they trusted me.” Such evidence points to the high demand for such services, and therefore a potentially high profit for providers who supply services.

The demand for abortion services is significant among all sectors of the population, according to the key informant interviews. Though most of those interviewed stated that in the past the only significant demand for abortion services came from married women, they now find increasing demand among young, single women, especially those working in the garment and sex industries.

- **Vulnerable populations**

In addition to poor and/or rural women, several other groups of vulnerable populations that face great obstacles to receiving quality care were identified by some of the key informants. Sex workers, indirect sex workers (such as “beer girls”), HIV+ women, garment workers, and adolescents, both rural and urban, were the main groups
identified. Sex workers face stigma, and are therefore denied services from public practitioners more often than other women. Moreover, they are often debt-bonded and obtaining the funds for such services can be a difficult task. Even those who are not debt-bonded are very poor, often illiterate, and are not familiar with the city because they are from the provinces. Additionally, the brothel owner will often dictate the service provider that the girl or woman is allowed to go to, and this provider will charge a higher price on paper than he or she actually charges the brothel owner. Because the brothel owner pays for the service initially and the girl is required to pay him back, she will be charged more than the price charged for the actual service. Not only does this impose an additional financial burden, but it also limits her choice of providers to those who knowingly engage in unethical accounting procedures. Key informants stated that sex workers and indirect sex workers have relatively high rates of abortions, and therefore it is even more imperative that safe services be created to meet their needs.\textsuperscript{140}

Adolescents are another group with special needs. As pre-marital sex is stigmatized for girls and women, and adults are often in denial of adolescent sexual activity, there is a need for confidential reproductive health services of all kinds for adolescents, including abortion services. Rural adolescents have even less access to services due to their geographic isolation, which is a problem for all rural women, but especially for adolescents who are likely to have even fewer financial resources for travel as well as require more secrecy for any journey that would be necessary. The issue of confidentiality is also an especially difficult one for rural adolescents, as any provider in a small village is likely to know the girl and her family. Moreover, many providers are

\textsuperscript{140} This assertion is corroborated by the study of beer girls cited earlier which estimated an abortion prevalence of 56%. NCHADS, 2002.
reluctant to offer services to single women and some don’t recognize or don’t accept that unmarried women and girls are in need of reproductive health services.

**Health Consequences**

All key informants interviewed stated that complications that result from unsafe induced abortion are a significant health problem, especially among certain sectors of the population. Moreover, interviewees responded quickly and affirmatively that unsafe abortion is a significant contributor to maternal mortality in this country. There is currently a maternal mortality audit underway, and the results from that will be interesting in this context.

**Laws and Regulations**

Key informants identified the lack of abortion guidelines as a major problem and reported that neither the public nor many practitioners know the status of the legality of abortion in Cambodia. In fact, one of the key informants, a director of one of the large international reproductive health NGOs, was not clear on the status of the abortion law.

Because the PRAKAS have not been issued, there is a significant amount of confusion about the legality of public sector services. It seems that abortions are sometimes provided at provincial-level referral hospitals, but there is no official authorization or prohibition for this, and therefore no official obligation. This leaves the decision of whether or not to provide abortion services to the individual provider or director, for each individual case. Some women are therefore granted services at some referral hospitals, while others are denied such services.
Vision for the Future

Key informants highlighted several important strategies to improve the situation of unsafe abortion. The central players identified in these interviews were the MoH, the NRHP, the providers (especially midwives), donors, such as the UNFPA and the EC, NGOs, and women seeking care. Fortunately, results show that these key players are basically in agreement when it comes to supporting improved abortion services. Positive features of the current climate identified were:

- Stated commitment of the MoH to take action to make abortion services safer and more accessible;
- Desire of midwives for more training and better skills for performing abortion; and
- Interest on the part of international organizations in working with the stakeholders to improve services.

There is consensus among interviewees that action is needed to issue the PRAKAS, offer training to providers, and educate the public, as well as practitioners, about the law. The practical application of the law was seen as absolutely necessary to move towards safer, more available services.

Key informants indicated that training of midwives is one of the most viable ways to make abortion services more accessible. Not only did program planners suggest that midwives ought to be trained in abortion techniques, but midwives themselves also express interest in receiving training in proper abortion procedures and in the establishment of a nationwide training program for this purpose.

Interviewees also suggested the need for collaboration between donors, government, professional organizations, and NGOs in order to finance and ensure the quality of training, monitoring, and service provision. It was suggested that it is the duty of the
UNFPA to move a safe abortion program forward, especially in terms of funding training and monitoring, coordinating key players, and ensuring quality.
Discussion

Limitations

Recall Bias

As abortion services are not included on standard medical forms and practitioners do not record the provision of abortion services informally, answers from practitioners were based on recall of services provided over the period of time indicated in each question. Therefore, much of the information provided by ASPs is subject to significant recall bias.

Reporting Bias

Because no records are kept and there is therefore no way to check the accuracy of ASPs' responses, interviewers and local informants suspect that reporting bias may have been encountered in this study. Due to fear of sanction, taxation and regulation, as well as general stigma around abortion, data may represent significant under-reporting of the volume of abortion services provided, complications seen, death from unsafe abortion, income from private practice, and cost per procedure.

Sampling Bias

Because the local informants in Takeo and Pursat were from RHAC and CARE respectively, our sample is biased in that it probably represents practitioners who have an association with these organizations. Therefore, our sample may represent a more well-connected, more highly trained group of practitioners who are more well-monitored, and likely provide higher quality services than would be expected from a randomly drawn sample. Additionally, because all of the collaborating organizations promote birth spacing, there may be over-reporting of the provision of BS services. While there is no
reason to think that the five ASPs we were unable to reach are different in important ways from those who were surveyed, we do not know if they are.

*Selection Bias*

Selection bias may have been introduced in that those practitioners who refused to speak with us may be different in important ways from those who agreed to the interview. In our sample, we had only two practitioners (who operate a private clinic together out of their home) refuse to speak with us. The local informant suspected that these practitioners provide a significant portion of the abortion services in the area and may be worried about sanction. In fact, when we visited the private clinic of these practitioners, we found that the home of the practitioners was one of the largest, most expensive homes in the area. Though admittedly circumstantial, this may indicate that these practitioners make a relatively large income through their private practice, specifically, according to our local informant, through the provision of abortion services. Key informants in Phnom Penh substantiate the likelihood of this bias. Therefore, the overall numbers of services provided and the mean of these figures are likely lower than they would have been if these practitioners had not refused to participate in the study.

Because Takeo and Pursat were chosen for reasons of convenience and not randomly selected, it is necessary to consider how these provinces may be similar to and different from other areas of Cambodia. Takeo borders Vietnam and it was stated by both key informants and providers that many women who live in Takeo go to Vietnam for abortion services, as they are more readily available and inexpensive there. This may mean that providers in Takeo see fewer women for abortion-related services than providers in provinces that do not border Vietnam. Pursat was not perceived to have any specific
characteristics that would differentiate it from other Cambodian provinces in terms of abortion provision.\textsuperscript{141}

**Service Delivery, Demand, Demographics, and Health Outcomes**

The lack of training of many providers is a cause of significant concern. Given the procedures used to induce abortion, it is a cause for alarm and distress that providers have not received formal training in these methods. Although MVA is a widely used technique that is relatively simple to employ safely and effectively, it is still important to have formal training in the method. Additionally, methods like D&C require much greater technical skill and when employed incorrectly, can cause severe complications. Therefore, it is extremely worrisome that 50% of TBAs use this technique, but that very few of the TBAs surveyed have received any formal technical training, but rather learn by apprenticing, are self-taught, or report gaining their skills from a “ghost”.

Reports of the use of “Covac,” a method used to induce late-term, stillbirth deliveries, is a cause of great concern. This method is dangerous and runs the risk of significant complications, especially when employed by untrained, unskilled personnel. This notwithstanding, some untrained practitioners are using this method in the second trimester, including TBAs. The use of a method involving inserting a sharp object into the uterus was only reported by one TBA, but deep massage was reported by 5 of the 14 TBAs, representing 36% of the TBAs interviewed. Use of antiquated, dangerous techniques by untrained personnel must be addressed by future programs. Training in safe and effective techniques should be provided to qualified personnel such as midwives, some nurses, medical assistants, and doctors, especially in rural areas, and women should be encouraged to seek services from trained personnel.

\textsuperscript{141} See the Appendix for a map of Cambodia.
The cost of services varies by practitioner, with TBAs providing services at the lowest prices. This supports the assertion by key informants that poorer women will be enticed to seek care from less qualified personnel due to the lower cost of such services. Poor women therefore face greater risks than do women with access to more resources.

The majority, 73%, of the study population works in both the private and public sector; however, only one TBA practices in both sectors. Of the 61 non-TBA practitioners surveyed, 89% practice in both the public and private sector. Over half of these provide abortion services exclusively in their private practices. Though this sample is relatively small, the private provision of services by public sector staff represents an estimated lost annual gross public revenue of $47,800, if we assume an average cost of $10 per procedure. This figure does not include the lost public revenue of practitioners who practice in both the public and private sector and reported that they have provided some abortion-related services in the public sector in the past 12 months. These data corroborate the assertion that providers are making a relatively large amount of money by providing abortion services privately, over $2,000 per year compared to an average annual public income of just over $300. The assertion that practitioners earn the majority of their income from their private sector jobs seems to hold true in the study population, as our survey indicates that their private sector income is an average of four times greater than their earnings in the public sector. Key informants also reported this pattern, and indicated that providing abortion services is a relatively easy way for practitioners to make a lot of money, as the procedure is inexpensive and quick to provide, the clients don’t return for follow-up, and you can charge a lot because people are desperate for the service.
According to the survey of ASPs, the provision of birth spacing services is offered by the majority of doctors, midwives, nurses and medical assistants. However, as stated in the limitations section of this report, interviewers who conducted the survey are affiliated with organizations that promote birth spacing and respondents may therefore be more likely to report the provision of such services, even if they don’t offer them in reality. In any case, only 41% of TBAs report offering such services. Key informants do not believe that post-abortion birth spacing is consistently offered by ASPs, and stated that providers may not offer such services because they are afraid it will adversely impact their future income from the provision of abortion services. This is a cause for great concern and must be addressed in conjunction with access to safe abortion services.

Results from both key informant interviews and the survey of ASPs indicate that there is a high demand for abortion services among a diverse population of women. More women seek services from midwives than from other providers, but midwives have an average of 120 clients per year, while TBAs have an average of 140. This may indicate a lower concentration of practitioners where TBAs practice and therefore a higher average per practitioner. It may also indicate under-reporting by midwives as compared to TBAs, because they may be more prone to fear sanction, since most of them work within the public and private sector. Services are requested by rural women, urban women, young women, older women, married and single women, and women with few and many children. That most practitioners have seen the same woman multiple times for abortion services calls into question the effective provision of post-abortion BS methods.
Complications from unsafe abortion are also a reportedly common occurrence. Additionally, death from unsafe abortion is reported among a minority of respondents, 25% overall, but a noticeably larger proportion of TBAs, with 34% reporting such occurrences. This indicates that death from unsafe abortion may be more prevalent in the most rural areas, where women either self-induce or where TBAs are likely to be the main providers of induced abortion. This is also the pattern that key informant interviewees suggested. These results bring the issue of inequitable distribution of quality services, and an inversely related inequitable distribution of morbidity and mortality, to the fore.

Based on this study, it seems that the quality of services ranges widely depending on the type of provider. Moreover, because the cost correlates to the quality, poor women are likely to seek services from poorly trained providers. It is therefore necessary that steps be taken to make safe services available at all public sector facilities, particularly those in rural areas where women are more likely to be poor and otherwise obtain services from TBAs. Training of qualified personnel who serve at the commune health centers must be undertaken and equipment and monitoring provided. The cost of these services must be affordable to rural women, and comparable to the cost of services from other potential providers, such as TBAs. As these services become known to be available, affordable, and of high quality to local women, the number of women seeking services from the public sector will rise, as will the total public revenue from such services. Most importantly, women will obtain high quality services and the risk of complications and death will be reduced.
Laws and Regulations

These results are highly distressing, as providers are the very people who are largely responsible for the accessibility, or lack thereof, of abortion services for women. If the providers don’t know that abortion is legal, they may be more reluctant to provide services, especially to women who don’t have the means to compensate them well for such services. Moreover, because many practitioners and clients alike think that the services are somewhat, if not altogether, illegal, the price is driven up due to the risk the provider is believed to take when offering services. Additionally, if people think that induced abortion is illegal, but that providing “clean-up” for complications is acceptable, women are more likely to attempt to induce abortion on their own in order to then arrive at the hospital or clinic for follow-up care.\textsuperscript{142} The risk involved in such self-induced miscarriage is potentially very great, and absolutely unnecessary in a country where the law ostensibly exists to provide access to safe abortion services, and therefore avoid unsafe methods of induced abortion and the associated potential health risks.

Vision for the Future

Results from this section indicate the need for three key steps to be taken to improve accessibility and quality of abortion services. First of all, there is consensus that a declaration of the PRAKAS, that would make the 1997 law a reality, should be issued immediately. Secondly, a nationwide training of practitioners, including mid-level practitioners such as midwives, should ensue in order to make services accessible at all levels so that rural and poor women can access quality services. Training of mid-level practitioners, such as midwives, in abortion techniques has been shown to successfully

\textsuperscript{142} Rance, 1997.
expand services for abortion in other countries.\textsuperscript{143} Thirdly, a collaborative project between donors, the MoH, and NGOs should be established in order to provide funding, training, and monitoring, as well as to ensure the quality and sustainability of services. Additionally, results show that it is necessary to educate practitioners and women alike about the legality of abortion services, where, and at what cost they can be obtained. Without public education about such services, people will continue to seek care clandestinely and from less expensive, untrained providers.

**Obstacles**

Unfortunately, before making this vision a reality, there are several obstacles to overcome. The first of these is that the PRAKAS have yet to be formulated and published by the MoH. The MoH is responsible for this key step in implementing the law in a practical sense. Several areas of concern were raised that have slowed the process considerably. To begin with, in order to approve the provision of services by skilled practitioners in both the public and private sector, there is a need to create a mechanism to monitor services in both sectors. This is a challenge faced not only by those involved in reproductive health, but by the health sector reform process as a whole. Therefore, it is a larger problem that is not the sole responsibility of the MoH or the NRHP to solve alone. Change in this area can only be achieved through collaboration with the health sector reform process, and should not be a stumbling block in the formulation and promulgation of the PRAKAS.

Additionally, in order to offer abortion services at public facilities, there is a desire to first expand the availability of all birth spacing methods (including the IUD) to all of

\textsuperscript{143} Hord. 2002.
these facilities, so that services are not provided without the basis for preventing future recourse to abortion. This also relates to the larger issue of capacity of the health sector. In order to build this capacity, funds are necessary, and these funds are often limited. Therefore changes in this area will require the commitment not only of the MoH, but also of donors. This should not be seen as an obstacle that is necessary to overcome before the establishment of safe abortion services, however, as abortion services will be offered in conjunction with post-abortion birth spacing services and therefore should be seen as a means of increasing BS coverage while simultaneously offering safe abortion care.

There is some concern that practitioners who currently earn a significant portion of their income through the private provision of abortion services may be reluctant to provide services in the public sector as long as public salaries remain as low as they are today. During the survey of ASPs, the experience of having some high-profile abortion providers refuse to speak with us may indicate that they fear regulation and taxation, and are concerned that this will adversely impact the income that they currently earn by providing abortion services privately. This problem relates to larger issues for the MoH and the RGC, as the low compensation for public providers is often raised as a key factor in preventing capacity building in the public sector. As long as practitioners are not paid fairly for their work, there is only so much that can be done in terms of improving quality. Again, this is a larger problem that should not be seen as an obstacle to the immediate declaration of the PRAKAS.\textsuperscript{144}

Other potential obstacles mentioned by those interviewed relate to the cost and accessibility of abortion services. The point raised earlier regarding the relatively high

\textsuperscript{144} This is part of the Civil Administration Reform of the RGC, and is not only the responsibility of MOH, nor is it within its sole capacity.
cost of services poses a difficult problem. Even if services are more accessible in the public sector, how can we ensure that poor women can afford these services?

Additionally, what can be done about vulnerable populations such as sex workers, garment workers, and adolescents? Moreover, accessibility issues that have to do with distance from services, the difficulty of transport given road conditions, the lack of transport funds, and the lack of means of transportation are significant concerns. These problems cannot be expected to be solved by one program alone and will certainly require the commitment and creative thinking of individuals and organizations involved in providing health services to all people, especially those who are most vulnerable. Inter-sectorial development efforts between departments and programs such as health, education, and transportation are necessary to address these obstacles.
Policy Recommendations

The abortion law is an important first step in making abortion services as accessible as other health services. However, it is evident from both components of this study that abortion services are less accessible than the law states they should be. This calls for immediate action on the part of the MoH, donor agencies, and NGOs to ensure that the law that guarantees women access to safe services, now five years old, is finally implemented in practice. It is the task of the MoH and the NRHP to take the necessary steps to issue the PRAKAS in order to make abortion services legal in a real sense, and it is the role of donors and advocates to aid the MoH and the NRHP with the implementation of these guidelines and to offer financial and technical support for related projects.

Step 1: Immediate action needs to be taken in the following areas in order to make the abortion law a reality and promote the safety and accessibility of abortion services.

1. Immediately issue the PRAKAS in order to make services available at public referral hospitals, district hospitals and health centers.

   a. These guidelines should include:145

      i. Procedural guidelines for when, where and how abortion is to be provided;

      ii. Clear and simple protocols for obtaining authorization to perform abortions (when such authorization is required);

      iii. Guidelines for clinical training in the skills required to provide abortion services;

145 Adapted from: Hord. 2002.
iv. Specification of skills needed for abortion-related counseling; and

v. A statement outlining health care professionals’ ethical responsibility to provide legal health services.

b. Ensure that health workers have access to guidelines, protocols, and standards for abortion services

2. Provide training to practitioners in WHO-recommended abortion techniques, and post-abortion birth spacing services.

   a. This should include:

      i. On-going monitoring and refresher training to ensure that the skills gained are incorporated effectively into practice;

      ii. Training in all preferred techniques should be offered according to the skill level of the practitioner; and

      iii. Training in quality BS counseling and the provision of a wide range of effective contraceptive methods.

   b. Systems must be in place to allow for adequate human and financial resources to provide training and monitoring;

3. Educate practitioners and women alike about the legality of abortion services, where, and at what cost they can be obtained.

4. Provide the equipment and initial monitoring and record-keeping necessary for the provision of abortion services and post-abortion birth spacing services at all levels.

5. Create a collaborative monitoring and supervision project on safe abortion.
Step 2: Simultaneously, the following steps should be undertaken to ensure the sustainability, quality, and accessibility of the project:

6. Work with the larger health sector reform project to ensure that monitoring and support for abortion services, including those in the private sector, is built into the system;

7. Work with larger health sector reform and stakeholders to devise a method of encouraging practitioners to offer quality services in the public sector, perhaps through increase in salary, incentives for those who provide quality services, or some such scheme.\textsuperscript{146}

8. Provide for longer term abortion training, including:
   
i. Make abortion training a standard component of education for health care providers, including doctors, nurses, midwives, and medical assistants; and

   ii. Address how private providers are trained and monitored.

9. Incorporate abortion care into country programs and assessments.

10. Add abortion equipment to standard equipment lists for all facilities.

11. Create links with NGOs, provider organizations, women’s groups, and other relevant organizations to educate women and providers about the law and where they can obtain services safely and legally as well as the appropriate cost for such services.

12. Create a system for the long-term efficient and complete record keeping of abortion services and abortion-related care, including client feedback.

\textsuperscript{146} This is part of the Civil Administration Reform of the RGC, and is not only the responsibility of MOH, nor is it within its sole capacity.
13. Create a functional referral system for abortion care.

14. Devise creative solutions to address the problem of quality, cost, and accessibility, especially for vulnerable populations.

**Long Term:** Long-term work should be done in the following areas to facilitate support for the project:

15. Continue to expand birth spacing services to meet the needs of women who want to control their fertility.

16. Conduct research that will test the impact of this project on key outcomes of interest, as well as address the issue of quality of care and use results of such research to improve the long-term quality of services.

17. Collect and use service statistics including: patient demographics, gestational age, reasons for seeking abortion services, type of complications treated, the cost of unsafe abortion to the health system, percentage of deaths due to unsafe abortion, percentage of hospital admissions for the treatment of unsafe abortion, and the cost of treatment of complications from unsafe abortion:
   a. Train people to use statistics and issue useful reports;
   b. Review statistics periodically and make any necessary changes to services to meet the needs of clients; and
   c. Develop an infrastructure that allows data to be used to affect change.

18. Involve reproductive health and health-related NGOs in advocacy and the dissemination of information on safe abortion and post-abortion care.

19. Make linkages with other organizations that may be potential allies for safe abortion, such as human rights organizations and women’s organizations.
20. Support girls’ education, delayed marriage, and delayed first birth, as well as programs that offer employment opportunities to women, and equal pay.

21. Attempt to de-stigmatize and legitimize abortion services through public discussion of the issue, the media, and professional and other local organizations.

Many of these steps require the immediate action of policy-makers and programmers in the MoH and NRHP. However, the need for funding and on-going support requires strong collaboration between donors, the MoH, and NGOs. International donors must provide the necessary financial and technical support and be key partners in moving these steps forward.

The creation of a collaborative monitoring and supervision project on safe abortion could provide the organizational structure necessary to move this vision forward. Donors should support focused technical assistance from key agencies that can work in collaboration with country partners and the MoH to introduce new technologies, recommend and help implement changes in service delivery, and build the skills necessary to continue important monitoring activities. Donors should be directly involved in financing and monitoring training and follow-up; equipment procurement and distribution; incorporating abortion-related services into the health sector reform; record-keeping and research; as well as on-going support, monitoring, and capacity-building. NGOs should be involved in advocacy, helping to support and conduct training, and community education on the legal and practical status of abortion.
Conclusion

As the case of Cambodia illustrates, the availability of access to safe abortion is a complex issue. Though ostensibly the government responded to the problem of unsafe abortion by legalizing abortion in 1997, this study indicates that safe, accessible services are still not widely available. The details of how legislation is drafted can have a significant impact on whether officially legal abortion services are actually provided. Because the 1997 law required MoH implementation guidelines, abortion is not as accessible as the law states it ought to be. This impacts the quality of services available, especially for poor, marginalized women, and therefore has a potentially harmful effect on women’s health in Cambodia. It also has important implications for those advocating for legislative changes in countries where abortion is illegal. Specifically, laws that are the least restrictive and conceptualize abortion within the realm of human rights may have a stronger foundation on which to ensure access to safe abortion services. However, as the situation in the U.S. demonstrates, even a rights-based abortion law can be undermined by special interest groups through restrictive amendments, as well as policy and funding changes.

Moreover, whether the law is implemented is likely to depend largely on the extent to which human rights in general are respected, the level of political accountability, and the degree to which gender equality has been achieved, rather than the wording of the law itself. Furthermore, restrictions on the implementation of the law are likely to stem from attitudes of the medical profession, policy changes, and the administration of the public health system. In the case of Cambodia, the main obstacle to the implementation of the abortion law seems to be based on financial incentives of current private providers who
are able to influence people who make policy decisions. This situation reflects a conflict of personal financial interests with public health rights, which is symptomatic of the general state of corruption, impunity, and lack of accountability that is prevalent in Cambodia today. Though these problems exist to a varying degree and with different levels of sophistication in countries around the world, they are especially visible in many countries burdened with economic difficulty, where individual professionals earn low salaries and personally struggle with financial hardship.

Cambodia is a country where significant gender discrimination is evident in many realms, including women and child trafficking, lack of girls’ education, lack of representation of women in positions of power, domestic abuse, and sexual violence. The lack of access to safe abortion, even after the legislative mandate, is part and parcel of a lack of respect for women’s human, sexual, and reproductive and health rights. According to one researcher:¹⁴⁷ “women have but one body and one life – not two separate or divisible public and private lives - [the] exclusion of women’s voices from the ‘public’ realm permits the abuses carried out in the ‘private’ realm” and, I would argue, visa versa.

Access to safe abortion is deeply rooted in social, political, and economic power structures and the promotion of safe abortion is inherently tied to the restructuring of those power relations.¹⁴⁸ If women are unable to access abortion and therefore make decisions about their own fertility and destiny, they will be less able to advocate for their rights in these other realms, which is crucial in Cambodia. Not only does the lack of access to safe abortion contribute to maternal mortality and therefore threaten a woman’s

right to life, health, and security of person, but it also affects her human rights in terms of
the right to privacy and the right to benefit from scientific progress and have access to
information. Moreover, it undermines her ability to fully experience the range of
political, civil, economic, social, and cultural rights to which she is entitled — these rights,
including the right to safe abortion, are part of the same fabric.

Positive action on the part of the state is needed to ensure the necessary programs
and services to make safe abortion accessible to all women in Cambodia and therefore
contribute to the women’s ability to fully exercise their full range of human rights.
Access to safe abortion cannot be decoupled from political efforts to transform
oppressive social and political relations that deny women of fundamental rights.¹⁴⁹ To
remedy this situation will require not only immediate action to implement the law and
provide safe abortion services, but also longer-term advocacy to eliminate gender
discrimination and establish rule of law in Cambodia to limit corruption, judicial
ineffectuality, impunity, and allow for the protection of human rights.

Future research in Cambodia in this area should attempt to delineate specific
abortion rates among various sectors of the population, both before and after the
guidelines are implemented, training of providers is undertaken, and services are
available publicly. It would also be useful to develop human rights indicators that could
then be analyzed in relation to contraceptive use, safe and unsafe abortion, and maternal
mortality and morbidity. Such research will help elucidate how differences in power
translate into measurable effects on health and will likely help demonstrate that these
rights are indivisible and interdependent.

The integrity of each of the threads that represent women’s rights, reproductive rights, and human rights determines the strength of the fabric they weave and the opportunity of each individual to live life fully. This fabric, in turn, is the basis for the tapestry of society and the stitches that bind each piece to the next to create the structure of our relations, which can either jeopardize, or provide resiliency, to the whole. Respect for human rights affords each individual the opportunity to reach his or her full potential and contribute fully to their community and society as a whole. The structure of social, economic, and political relations must protect and promote a full range of human rights, including access to safe abortion, if it is to foster the healthy development of individuals and society.
Postscript

At the time that this research was conducted in Cambodia, the guidelines for the implementation of the 1997 Abortion Law had not been issued. Since the completion of the study, however, the guidelines have been signed and issued. This important step was necessary to open the door to safe abortion services. However, there is still a long way to go to ensure that what is now ink on paper translates into access to safe abortion for Cambodian women. The continued dedication and collaboration of the MoH, donors, and NGOs will be essential in the next phase of implementation of the law, including: training providers in appropriate techniques; public education about the law and the availability of services; procurement and maintenance of equipment; and monitoring and supervision. Research on the effects of the implementation of the law will be vital in the years to come, not only to elucidate the impact of this change in policy on the health of women in Cambodia, but also to illustrate the relationship between human rights, domestic law and policy, and reproductive health.
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR PROVIDER SURVEY

My name is Felicia Lester. I am a graduate student in the School of Public Health at the University of California at Berkeley and I am working with the UNFPA and the MOH. I would like to invite to take part in my research. It concerns the provision of abortion services in Cambodia. I am interested in your experience providing abortion services to women in this area.

If you agree to take part in my research, an interviewer will conduct an interview with you at the clinic or at your home, or wherever else you choose. The interview will involve questions about the number of abortions you have provided, the procedures you use to induce abortion, the characteristics of women who seek abortion, the fees charged for abortion services, and complications that can arise from abortion procedures. The interview should last about 30 minutes.

There are no foreseeable risks to you from participating in this research. There is no direct benefit to you, however we hope that the research will help make abortion safer in Cambodia and make sure services are available to the women who need them. There will be no costs to you, other than your time.

All of the information that I obtain from you during the research will be kept confidential. I will not use your name or other identifying information in any reports of the research. After this research is completed, the survey documents will be kept in a locked file at the Ministry of Health or the National Institute of Statistics. However, the same confidentiality guarantees given here will apply to future storage and use of the materials.

Your participation in this research is voluntary. You are free to refuse to take part. You may refuse to answer any questions and may stop taking part in the study at any time. Whether or not you participate in this research will have no bearing on your standing in your job.

If you have any questions about the research, you may call me, Felicia Lester, at the UNFPA at 23-215519. If you agree to take part in the research, please sign the form below. Please keep the other copy of this agreement for future reference.

If you have any questions about your rights or treatment as a participant in this research project, please contact the University of California at Berkeley’s Committee for Protection of Human Subjects at (510) 642-7461, or e-mail: subjects@uclink4.berkeley.edu.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NO</strong></th>
<th><strong>Question</strong></th>
<th><strong>Response</strong></th>
<th><strong>Skip</strong></th>
<th><strong>CODE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>How old are you?</td>
<td>Enter age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Q2     | What is your profession?             | 1=Doctor  
2=Nurse  
3=Midwife  
4=TBA  
5=Kru Khmer  
6=Other, specify |          |          |
| Q3     | Where do you work?                   | 1=public sector  
2=private sector  
3=both, explain |          |          |
| Q4     | Where do you reside?                 | 1=city  
2=town  
3=village  
4=other, specify |          |          |
| Q5     | What is your highest level of education? | 0=never attended school  
1=primary incomplete  
2=primary complete  
3=lower secondary  
4=upper secondary  
5=technical training school  
6=university  
7=other, specify |          |          |
| Q6     | Where did you receive your professional training? | 1=self-taught, learning by doing  
2=apprentice with Kru Khmer  
3=apprentice with TBA  
4=apprentice with midwife  
5=some technical training, specify type, where  
6=university  
7=other, specify |          |          |
| Q7     | Does your household have:            | 0=none of these  
1=electricity  
2=radio  
3=television |          |          |
| Q8 | Does any member of your household own: | 0=none of these  
1=oxcart  
2=bicycle  
3=boat  
4=motorcycle  
5=motorized boat  
6=car  
7=other, specify |  
| Q9 | What are your sources of income?  
MARK ALL THAT APPLY | 1=public sector job  
2=my own practice  
3=other private sector job, specify  
4=other, specify |  
| Q10 | What is your average monthly income from each individual source of income mentioned above. | Public sector  
\$__________  
My own practice  
\$__________  
Other Private sector\$__________  
Other  
\$ |  
| Q11 | What kinds of services do you generally offer in your practice? | Specify all |  
| Q12 | What kinds of services do your patients generally request? | Specify all |  
| Q13 | How many women have come to you in the last 12 months because they were pregnant and didn’t want to be? | Enter number |  
| Q14 | How many women have come to you in the last 12 months because their menstruation was late? | Enter number |  
| Q15 | How many women have come to you in the last 12 months with heavy bleeding, infection, or other complications that you believe to have been caused by | Enter number |  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q16</th>
<th>What kinds of services did you provide to these women? (mark all that apply)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>referral elsewhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>menstrual regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>induced abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>other, specify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q17</th>
<th>Why didn’t you provide services?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enter answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q18</th>
<th>What did these women do after you denied them services?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enter answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99 = don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q19</th>
<th>What methods do you use to bring on menstruation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specify method</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q20</th>
<th>What methods do you use to induce an abortion in the first trimester?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dilation and curettage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>electric vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>manual vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>caesarean section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>insert object into the cervix, specify object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>herbal remedy, specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>deep massage, explain how, when, how many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>other, specify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|     | Specify how, when, how many times                                                |

|     | Specify kind, amount, etc                                                         |

|     | 8 = other, specify                                                               |

<p>| 23  | ☑                                                                 |
| 19  | ☑                                                                 |
| 99  | ☑                                                                 |
| 43  | ☑                                                                 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q21</th>
<th>What methods do you use to induce an abortion in the second trimester?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1=dilation and curettage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2=electric vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3=manual vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4=caesarean section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5=insert object into the cervix, specify object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6=herbal remedy, specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6=deep massage, explain how, when, how many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7=other medications, specify kind, amount, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8=other, specify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q22</th>
<th>What methods do you use to induce an abortion in the third trimester?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1=dilation and curettage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2=electric vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3=manual vacuum aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4=caesarean section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5=insert object into the cervix, specify object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6=herbal remedy, specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6=deep massage, explain how, when, how many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7=other medications, specify kind, amount, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8=other, specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q23</td>
<td>How much do you charge for these services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q24</td>
<td>Where do you provide these services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARK ALL THAT APPLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q25</td>
<td>What do women feel when they come to you for these services? Why do they feel those ways? (examples: scared someone will find out, worried about the health consequences, relieved, sad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE DETAILED IN YOUR RECORDING OF THE RESPONSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q26</td>
<td>What do you feel when you provide services to these women? Why do you feel those ways? (examples: happy to help someone in need, worried that people will find out I provide these services (specify, police, MOH, other people in community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BE DETAILED IN YOUR RECORDING OF THE RESPONSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27</td>
<td>How are your clients referred to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q28</th>
<th>What is the age of the youngest woman who has come to you for services?</th>
<th>Enter age</th>
<th>4=other, specify</th>
<th>99=don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q29</td>
<td>What is the age of the oldest woman who has come to you for services/</td>
<td>Enter age</td>
<td>4=other, specify</td>
<td>99=don't know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q30</td>
<td>Do you provide these kinds of services mostly to younger women or mostly to older women?</td>
<td>1=about the same of each</td>
<td>2=mostly younger</td>
<td>3=mostly older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q31</td>
<td>What is the largest number of children women who come to you already have? What is the fewest number of children these women have?</td>
<td>Largest number</td>
<td>Fewest number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q32</td>
<td>Do you see women from urban areas?</td>
<td>0=NO</td>
<td>1=YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q33</td>
<td>Do you see women from rural areas?</td>
<td>0=NO</td>
<td>1=YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q34</td>
<td>Do you see more women from rural areas or from urban areas?</td>
<td>1=about the same from each</td>
<td>2=more urban</td>
<td>3=more rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q35</td>
<td>What is the average level of education of women you see?</td>
<td>0=never attended school</td>
<td>1=primary incomplete</td>
<td>2=primary complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q36</td>
<td>Do you see married women?</td>
<td>0=NO</td>
<td>1=YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q37</td>
<td>Do you see single women?</td>
<td>0=NO</td>
<td>1=YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q38</td>
<td>Do you see mostly married women or mostly single women?</td>
<td>1=about the same of each</td>
<td>2=more married</td>
<td>3=more single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q39</td>
<td>Does the man involved in the pregnancy know that the woman is terminating the pregnancy?</td>
<td>0=NO</td>
<td>1=YES</td>
<td>2=some yes, some no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q40</td>
<td>How do women usually get the money for the services?</td>
<td>1=their own income</td>
<td>2=income of man involved</td>
<td>3=other family member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q41</td>
<td>Do some women come to you for these kinds of services many times over their lifetime?</td>
<td>4=other, specify</td>
<td>99=don't know</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0=never</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1=sometimes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2=often</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q42</th>
<th>Do women usually come to you in the first trimester, second trimester, or third trimester of their pregnancies? MARK ALL THAT APPLY</th>
<th>1=first trimester</th>
<th>2=second trimester</th>
<th>3=third trimester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enter gestational age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Q44 | What are some common reasons women come to get services? Please indicate the percentage of women you see who come for each reason. MARK ALL THAT APPLY | 1=failure of BS method |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 2=don't want anymore children |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 3=want to space next birth |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 4=financial problems |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 5=want to continue studies |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 6=want to continue work |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 7=pressure from someone else to abort, specify who |
|     |                                                                 | %______|
|     |                                                                 | 8=other, specify |
|     |                                                                 | %______|

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q45</th>
<th>What kinds of complications have you seen arise from induced abortion?</th>
<th>0=none</th>
<th>1=pain</th>
<th>2=bleeding</th>
<th>3=infection</th>
<th>4=other, specify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99=don't know</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q46</th>
<th>What aspects of the procedure or the woman do you believe are linked to these complications?</th>
<th>1=duration of pregnancy</th>
<th>2=methods used to induce abortion</th>
<th>3=skill level of person performing procedure</th>
<th>4=woman had too many pregnancies</th>
<th>5=woman's pregnancies too closely spaced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q47</td>
<td>Do women come to you with these complications?</td>
<td>0=never, 1=sometimes, 2=often</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q48</td>
<td>How do you manage these complications?</td>
<td>Enter response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q49</td>
<td>How many women have died in your community in the past year due to complications of induced abortion?</td>
<td>Enter number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q50</td>
<td>What kind of counseling do you provide women after these procedures?</td>
<td>0=NO, 1=YES, 2=refer out for those services</td>
<td>53, 54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q51</td>
<td>Do you provide birth spacing methods to women after the abortion?</td>
<td>0=NO, 1=YES, 2=refer out for those services</td>
<td>53, 54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q52</td>
<td>What methods do you provide?</td>
<td>1=condom, 2=daily pill, 3=monthly pill, 4=injection, 5=IUD, 6=sterilization, 7=other, specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q53</td>
<td>Why don't you provide birth spacing services?</td>
<td>1=don't have training, 2=don't have methods, 3=don't know how to provide, 99=don't know</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q54</td>
<td>Where do you refer women for birth spacing methods?</td>
<td>1=public hospital, 2=public health center, 3=private provider/facility, specify, 4=pharmacist, 5=other, specify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q55</td>
<td>What other abortion services are available to women in your community?</td>
<td>Enter answer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99=don’t know</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q56</th>
<th>What is the legal status of abortion in Cambodia?</th>
<th>Enter answer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99=don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q57</th>
<th>Do women in your community think abortion is legal or illegal in Cambodia?</th>
<th>Enter answer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0=illegal 1=legal 99=don’t know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q58</th>
<th>What do you think should be done to improve abortion services in your community?</th>
<th>Enter answer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ល. ក.</td>
<td>ប្រការ</td>
<td>ប្រការ</td>
<td>ពាក្យ​វាយ​តម្រូ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-</td>
<td>ថ្លេសអាជីពសុទ្ធ?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-ឆ្កោតរៀន</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-ឆ្កោតសុំបំបាត់</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-ដើរ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-សិក្សា</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5- មូលដ្ឋាន</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6-សិក្សា  (ប្រការ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-</td>
<td>ថ្លេសអាជីពមហ។របារាំ?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-ឆ្កោតរៀន</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-ឆ្កោតសុំបំបាត់</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-ដើរ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-សិក្សា</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5- មូលដ្ឋាន</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6-សិក្សា  (ប្រការ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-</td>
<td>ថ្លេស្ត្រីក្រោយខែ?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-កាហ្វេ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-កាត់ដំកុង</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-ការធ្វើការ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ក្រោយខែ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-</td>
<td>ថ្លេស្ត្រីដែល អោយក្រោយតែខែ?</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-ថ្នាំចំបង់</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-ថ្នាំយឺរួ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-ថ្នាំបេតុពិក</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-ថ្នាំ  (ប្រការ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-</td>
<td>ថ្លេស្ត្រីដែលអោយក្រោយខែ អ្នកចូលរួម</td>
<td></td>
<td>0-មូលដ្ឋាន  (ប្រការ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<p>| 6- ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ដែល ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ដែល ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ដែល ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ដែល ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល | 1-ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាងប្រកុសល នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 2-ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាងប្រកុសល នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 3-ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាងប្រកុសល នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 4-ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាងប្រកុសល នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 5-ការសាកល្រង់ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 6-ការសិក្សាលំដាប់ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល ។ 7-ដំបូង នៃ ខែ ខ្មែរ របស់ ប្រព័ន្ធកូនកសាង ប្រកុសល |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7-</th>
<th>ពេញវិច្ឆិការប្រព័ន្ធមេសាល់</th>
<th>0-តូចធំទេព</th>
<th>1-ស្ថិតិសំរាប់</th>
<th>2-ស្ថិតិប្រសើ</th>
<th>3-ស្ថិតិការ់</th>
<th>4-ស្ថិតិភ្លឺ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-</td>
<td>ពេញវិច្ឆិការប្រព័ន្ធមេសាល់មែនឬឬអេជ?</td>
<td>0-តូចធំទេព</td>
<td>1-ស្ថិតិសំរាប់</td>
<td>2-ស្ថិតិប្រសើ</td>
<td>3-ស្ថិតិការ់</td>
<td>4-ស្ថិតិភ្លឺ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-</td>
<td>ពេញវិច្ឆិការប្រព័ន្ធមេសាល់លេខ១ឬឬលេខ២?</td>
<td>1-ស្ថិតិសំរាប់</td>
<td>2-ស្ថិតិប្រសើ</td>
<td>3-ស្ថិតិការ់</td>
<td>4-ស្ថិតិភ្លឺ (ប្រសាទ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10-</th>
<th>ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មានប្រើប្រាស់ប្រព័ន្ធផ្សេងគ្នាទូទៅ ប្រើប្រាស់ប្រព័ន្ធផ្សេងគ្នាទូទៅបានមិន?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ការសម្រម្ប  ........................................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ការសម្រម្បការ់អំពីមូល  ....................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ការសម្រម្បការ់ប្រព័ន្ធរបស់  ............................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ស្ថាបនា  ..............................................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 11- | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី ប្រព័ន្ធគ្របាជ់  ប្រតិបត្តិរាយបញ្ច្កោយ ប្រតិបត្តិរាយបញ្ច្កោយបាន មិនបាន? |
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|

| 12- | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ប្រព័ន្ធថែមក្នុងក្រុមប្រតិបត្តិ  បានមិនបាន? |
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|

| 13- | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ប្រព័ន្ធថែមក្នុងក្រុមប្រតិបត្តិ  បានមិនបាន? |
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|

<p>| 14- | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ប្រព័ន្ធថែមក្នុងក្រុមប្រតិបត្តិ  បានមិនបាន? |
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
|     | ប្រការិយ៍ព័ត៌មាន់ប្រការិយ៍អំពី  ............................................|
| 15- | ការប្រើប្រាស់ការ័នកូរៀប ដើម្បីការពិនិត្យ អត្ថបទ អាចមានការប្រើប្រាស់បំផុត បំផុត ឬអាចមានការប្រើប្រាស់កូរៀប ដើម្បីពិនិត្យ អត្ថបទ អាចមានការដឹកជញ្ជូនបំផុតក្នុង ការប្រើប្រាស់? |
|     | ចំនួន..........................ដែល |
| 16- | មានការសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? (អ្នកសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀប) អ្នកជាសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? (អ្នកសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀប) |
|     | 0-ឈ្មោះសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀប 0-ឈ្មោះសិក្សាខ្លូនុញ្ចការ័នកូរៀប |
|     | 1-ប្រការីរៀងរាល់មួយ 1-ប្រការីរៀងរាល់មួយ |
|     | 2-ការប្រើប្រាស់រៀងរាល់មួយ 2-ការប្រើប្រាស់រៀងរាល់មួយ |
|     | 3-លទ្ធផលទូលំទុក 3-លទ្ធផលទូលំទុក |
|     | 4-រៀបចំរៀងរៀងរាល់មួយ 4-រៀបចំរៀងរៀងរាល់មួយ |
|     | 5-រៀបចំ (ប្រការី) 5-រៀបចំ (ប្រការី) |
| 17- | ការប្រើប្រាស់ហើយស្លាប់ឬសំរាប់ការស្លាប់ ការប្រើប្រាស់? |
|     | ការប្រើប្រាស់ | ការប្រើប្រាស់ |
| 18- | មានការគ្រប់គ្រងការងារកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? មានការគ្រប់គ្រងការងារកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? |
|     | ការប្រើប្រាស់ | ការប្រើប្រាស់ |
|     | 99-ឈ្មោះ | 99-ឈ្មោះ |
| 19- | មានការប្រើប្រាស់ពីរការ័នកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? មានការប្រើប្រាស់ពីរការ័នកូរៀបរបស់អ្នក? |
|     | ស្ត្រីបានទៅការពិនិត្យ ស្ត្រីបានទៅការពិនិត្យ |
|     | ដែលបានទៅការពិនិត្យ ដែលបានទៅការពិនិត្យ |
|     | 99-ឈ្មោះ | 99-ឈ្មោះ |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-</td>
<td>ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-ដំណឹងពីវិបតិប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-</td>
<td>មានការប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-មានការប្រការក្រ្លមូលគី សំដីព្របាល</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-</th>
<th>2-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>8.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>22-</th>
<th>1-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-</td>
<td>24-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក)</td>
<td>2-សុខាភិបាលអស្ចារ្យ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25- ដែលទុកដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក អាចមានប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នកឬអ្នកណាឆ្នោតមានអំពីអ្នក? បំពេញច្កុម សុខាភិបាលអំពីអ្នកឬអ្នកណាឆ្នោតមានអំពីអ្នក? (ប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26- ដែលមានប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក អាចមានប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នកឬអ្នកណាឆ្នោតមានអំពីអ្នក? បំពេញច្កុម សុខាភិបាលអំពីអ្នកឬអ្នកណាឆ្នោតមានអំពីអ្នក? អត្ថបទនេ ត្រូវបានប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក សុខាភិបាលអំពីអ្នកឬអ្នកណាឆ្នោតមានអំពីអ្នក? (ប្រការការដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27- ដែលទុកដោយសារព័យថែក្នុងអំពីអ្នក?</td>
<td>1-សុខាភិបាល</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>번호</td>
<td>내용</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-</td>
<td>ដែលមានស្ថានភាពប្រការរបស់អ្នកប្រុងប្រយោគ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៤៖ បង្កើតរឿងតារប្រសិនបើសម្រាប់ការជ្រើសរើស ។ ទុក្ខការ សុខិត្យសំរួត ។ ប្រឈមឈើ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៥៖ និមឈើសម្រាប់ សុខិត្យឈាង ប្រឈមឈើជាមួយនឹងកីឡាទីនកីឡាជីវៈ ។ ប្រឈមឈើ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៦៖ សម្រាប់ប្រសិនបើសម្រាប់ការស្វែងរក ហេតុអន្តរជាតិស្វែងរកកីឡាជីវៈ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៧៖ សម្រាប់ប្រសិនបើសម្រាប់ការស្វែងរក ហេតុអន្តរជាតិស្វែងរកកីឡាជីវៈ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៨៖ សម្រាប់ប្រសិនបើសម្រាប់ការស្វែងរក ហេតុ ។ សុខិត្យសំរួត និងការស្វែងរកកីឡាជីវៈ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39-</td>
<td>ទំព័រទី២៩៖ សម្រាប់ប្រសិនបើសម្រាប់ការស្វែងរក ហេតុអន្តរជាតិស្វែងរកកីឡាជីវៈ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-</td>
<td>ការបង្កើតការពិនិត្យលេខនៃជីវកម្មកម្មារៈក្នុង</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-</td>
<td>ទី១២ អាហាររក្សាំមួយឬំភ្លេងរៈក្នុង</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-</td>
<td>ទី១២ អាហាររក្សាំមួយឬំភ្លេងរៈក្នុង</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43-</td>
<td>ទី១២ អាហាររក្សាំមួយឬំភ្លេងរៈក្នុង</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-</td>
<td>ប្រការប្រការជីវភាព</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 45- | និងអ្នកដែលសិក្សាច្រើនប្រភេទទៅនឹងស្លើរៀករាល់   
| | ការបង្កើតរឿងបញ្ហារបស់សម្បត្តិ      | 0-ក្រុង     | 1-សាលាកំពូល     
| | | 2-សាលាជាតិនាឡាម     | 3-សាលាជាតិអាម     
| | | 4-សាលាសំខាន់ (បដិការ)     |                          | 99-ដឹកនាំ     

| 46- | និងអ្នកដែលមិនសិក្សាច្រើនប្រភេទទៅនឹង    
| | សម្រាប់ការបង្កើតរឿងបញ្ហារបស់សម្បត្តិ     | 1-ឧទាហរណ៍ក្នុងការបង្កើត     
| | | 2-ឧទាហរណ៍ក្នុងការបង្កើត     | 3-ឧទាហរណ៍ក្នុងការបង្កើត     
| | | 4-ឧទាហរណ៍ក្នុងការបង្កើត     | 5-ការបង្កើតនៅក្នុងការ     
<p>| | | 6-សម្រាប់ការបង្កើត     | 7-សម្រាប់ការបង្កើត     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>번호</th>
<th>문항</th>
<th>답변</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52-</td>
<td>0-05</td>
<td>0-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53- ប្រទេសឈុតកិច្ចប្រទេសនៅលើអំពីសក្តែល</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-កុមារសុខរុជក្រុងវ៉ាន់</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-សេដ្ឋកិច្ចសុខប្រឹក្សា</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-សាលារៀនសុខ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-សុខ  (ប្រការ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>54- គ្រប់គ្រាន់ឆ្នាំទីប្រជាជន</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-សុខក្រមី</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-ហោះស្នូរសុខ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-ជីវិតនៃប្រការ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-កុមារសុខ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-សុខ  (ប្រការ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interview guide for Key Informants in Phnom Penh

1. What is the current status of abortion law and guidelines in Cambodia?
   - Where can services be provided?
   - Who can provide the services?
   - What is the cost of services?
   - What methods should be used?

2. What is the current status of abortion provision in Cambodia?
   - Where are services provided? (public, private, NGO, MOH)
   - Who provides services?
   - What is the cost of services?
   - What is the quality of services?
   - What methods are used?
   - Is post-abortion birth-spacing counseling provided?
   - Does unsafe abortion contribute to maternal mortality in Cambodia?

3. Where is most of the need for abortion services?
   - Regions
   - Sectors
   - Age-group
   - Rural/urban

4. Where do these different groups attain services now? Is there a significant difference in the quality of services that they can access depending on their economic status, age, sector, region?

5. What can we do to ensure that all women – even poor, rural women who may go to TBAs for services currently – can attain safe, affordable services?

6. What should be charged in the public/private sector?

7. What is the role of your organization in the abortion issue?

8. Who are the key players in the abortion arena?

9. What is your vision for the future of abortion policy, guidelines, and provision?

10. What are the main obstacles to implementing guidelines and making abortion services more accessible?

11. What should be the role of each of the key players in moving forward on this issue?
Additional questions for Key Informants who were in the past, or are currently, abortion providers

1. What methods do you think are most effective for 1st, 2nd, 3rd trimester abortions?
   • What methods do you use?

2. Do/did you provide abortion services? Is post-abortion birth-spacing counseling provided?

3. What is the demand for abortion services? How many clients do/did you see per month?

4. Do/did you see clients who come in with post-abortion complications from abortions induced by unqualified personnel?

5. What can be done to limit these complications?

6. Do/did you see clients in the public sector, private sector, or both?

7. How did you get involved in providing abortion services?

8. Why do you think it is important to provide abortion services?
ABORTION LAW

(Informally translated)
Chapter 1
General provision

Article 1.
This law has as its goals and objectives to determine the formality and the criteria for abortion.

Article 2.
Abortion is the termination of pregnancy by medical means or by any mean.

Article 3.
All pregnant women can ask for an abortion from a medical person after having accomplished the criteria described in chapter 8 of this law.

Article 4.
In any case, abortion must be requested and accepted by the pregnant woman.

Article 5.
Only medical doctors or medical assistants or midwives who have been authorised by the ministry or health can perform abortion.
Chapter 2
Formality and Criteria

Article 6. Abortion can be performed only in hospitals, health centres, clinics, public or private maternities that have been authorised by the ministry of health. All services that have been adopted by the ministry of health as an abortion place must have:
- technical capability for urgent management of every complication due to abortion.
- means for hospital referral whenever necessary.

Article 7. Medical doctors or medical assistants or secondary midwives who have the duty to perform an abortion must provide counselling to the pregnant woman about possible dangers that may occur eventually following the abortion and about the importance of Birth Spacing services.

If the pregnant woman still keeps requesting to have an abortion, doctors or medical assistants or secondary midwives can perform abortion but must follow criteria described in chapter 8 of the law.

Article 8. Abortion can be done only for less than 12-week pregnancy. For more than 12-week pregnancy abortion is allowed only if the diagnosis shows that:
- the pregnancy is abnormal, growing unusually or creates a risk to the woman's life.
- after birth the child can have a serious incurable decease.
- in the case that the woman has been raped, the abortion can be done taking no account the above criteria but must be requested by the woman if she is more than 18 years of age or continuously requested by her parents or her husband if she is under 18 years of age.

Article 9. All records related to the abortion must be kept confidentially and be available to be given to the woman or to the court if there is a written request.

Article 10. Abortion service adopted by the ministry of health, as described in chapter 6, must prepare neat documents for each abortion and must write monthly reports to the ministry of health regularly stating the number of abortions and the method used for each abortion.

Chapter 3
Control

Chapter 11. The control of abortion following this law is the responsibility of the ministry of health.
Chapter 4
Sanction

Article 12. "Any person who acts against the article 5 or 6 of this law shall be punished as the following:
- if the person is a medical doctor or a medical assistant or a secondary midwife, he/she shall be warned. In the event of another offence, he/she shall be removed from his/her profession or get the clinic or the maternity closed down aside from the following offences.
- if the person is not a medical doctor or a medical assistant or a secondary midwife, he/she shall be imprisoned from 1 month to 1 year.
- if the abortion causes illness or disability to the pregnant woman, the person shall be imprisoned from 5 years to 10 years.

Article 13. "A medical doctor or a medical assistant or a secondary midwife who have been authorised to perform abortion but does not follow any one of the criteria described in article 8 of the law shall get the authorisation from the ministry of health confiscated aside from the offences described in article 12 of this law.

Only in serious pregnancy that the woman has to be cared, medical methods are protected by the law.

Article 14. "Any person who forces a pregnant woman to have an abortion or provokes abortion voluntarily shall be imprisoned from 1 years to 5 years. If the forcing or voluntarily provoking of abortion to the pregnant woman is resulting to her chronic illness or disability or death, the person shall be imprisoned from 5 years to 10 years.

Article 15. "Any person who acts against article 9 of this law shall be punished as the following:
- if he/she is a government official, he/she shall be sanctioned according to the articles 40 and 41 of the law on co-criteria for civil servant officials.
- if he/she is not a government official, he/her private clinic or maternity shall be closed down from 1 month to 3 months or he/she shall be fined from five millions Riels (5000000 Riels) to ten millions Riels (10000000 Riels).
Chapter 5
Final provision

Article 16.
Any norms which provide against this law shall be null and void.

Phnom Penh, 12 November 1997
ក្នុងការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន

- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
- ការបញ្ជាក់អំពីរដ្ឋបីករក្សាជាច្រើនថ្នាក់ជាច្រើន
វិទ្យាស័ព្ទ
របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក

រដូវ ១ ។
ប្រការពីរដូវ ១ របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក ។

រដូវ ២ ។
ប្រការពីរដូវ ២ របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក ។

រដូវ ៣ ។
ប្រការពីរដូវ ៣ របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក ។

រដូវ ៤ ។
ប្រការពីរដូវ ៤ របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក ។

រដូវ ៥ ។
ប្រការពីរដូវ ៥ របស់ប្រជាជនពិភពលោក ។
ប្រការ ១៦ ។

ដោយសុំសម្រាប់ ការពារឈ្មោះនិងមើលប្រកួតប្រជាតិអក្សរដំបូងត្រូវបានប្រការការប្រកួតប្រជាតិជាច្រើន ប្រការត្រូវបានដែលបង្ហាញងាយសុខ ដើម្បីរកដើម្បីការពារឈ្មោះការប្រកួតប្រជាតិដំបូង នៃការប្រកួតប្រជាតិទាន់លេខី។ ឲ្យសម្រាប់ការពារឈ្មោះនិងមើលប្រកួតប្រជាតិត្រូវបានប្រការការប្រកួតប្រជាតិជាច្រើន ក្នុងការប្រការ។

ប្រការ ១៧ ។

ចុងក្រោយប្រការប្រកួតប្រជាតិ ១ ដំបូង៧ ។ ការប្រកួតប្រជាតិនេះប្រការដើម្បីអោយអក្សរដំបូងនេះ

-សិក្សាអំពីអក្សរដំបូងនេះ ដំបូងដំបូងដើម្បីអោយអក្សរដំបូងនេះ ក្នុងការប្រកួតប្រជាតិ

-សិក្សាអំពីអក្សរដំបូងនេះ ប្រការប្រកួតប្រជាតិរៀបការដើម្បីអោយអក្សរដំបូងនេះ នៃការប្រកួតប្រជាតិ ១ ដំបូង៧ ។

តាម សិក្សាអំពីអក្សរដំបូងនេះ ដំបូងដំបូងដើម្បីអោយអក្សរដំបូងនេះ (៣០.០០០.០០០ដុង) នៃ ប្រកួតប្រជាតិ (90.000.000ដុង) រាង
បញ្ហាជាតិ ៦
នៅថ្ងៃទី ៣ ខែកក្កដា ២០២៣ ប្រកបដោយ

ការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយ៖

ការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហានេះដែលធ្វើឲ្យការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយមានរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី៧ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី៨ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី៩ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី១០ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី១១ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ប្រកបដោយទី១២ ក្នុងការស្វែងរកការប្រកបដោយមានបញ្ហាជាតិ១២ ក្នុងរយៈពេលត្រូវឈរៈក្នុងការស្វែងរកក្នុងការប្រកបដោយ។

ទី ២
កំសលី ១០៩ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រការ ប្រក�
វិទ្យាសាធារណៈ ៦
របៀបរៀបចំក្រោម

ប្រភេទ២...
ការបញ្ជាក់ដោយប្រសិនបើត្រូវបានមានក្រុមនៃការអាមេសីសដែលបានធ្វើការក្នុងសេវាកម្មដែលបានអនុវត្តប្រការីបំផុត។ ការបង្កើតប្រការីសេវាកម្មអាចបញ្ចេញពីការបញ្ជាក់និងប្រការីបំផុត។

-ប្រការីបំផុតសេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីបំផុតគឺជាអត្ថបទបំផុត។
-សេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីមានប្រភេទរបស់មនុស្ស។

ប្រភេទ៣...
ការបញ្ជាក់ដោយប្រសិនបើត្រូវបានមានក្រុមនៃការអាមេសីសដែលបានធ្វើការក្នុងសេវាកម្មដែលបានអនុវត្តប្រការីបំផុត។ ការបង្កើតប្រការីសេវាកម្មអាចបញ្ចេញពីការបញ្ជាក់និងប្រការីបំផុត។

-ប្រការីបំផុតសេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីបំផុតគឺជាអត្ថបទបំផុត។
-សេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីមានប្រភេទរបស់មនុស្ស។

ប្រភេទ៥...
ការបញ្ជាក់ដោយប្រសិនបើត្រូវបានមានក្រុមនៃការអាមេសីសដែលបានធ្វើការក្នុងសេវាកម្មដែលបានអនុវត្តប្រការីបំផុត។ ការបង្កើតប្រការីសេវាកម្មអាចបញ្ចេញពីការបញ្ជាក់និងប្រការីបំផុត។

-ប្រការីបំផុតសេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីបំផុតគឺជាអត្ថបទបំផុត។
-សេវាកម្មដែលបានប្រការីមានប្រភេទរបស់មនុស្ស។
John Swartzberg, M.D., FACP
Clinical Professor of Medicine
Acting Chair, UCB-UCSF Joint Medical Program
University of California, Berkeley

Dear Prof. Swartzberg,

Subject: Proposed research on abortion in Cambodia

With reference to your letter dated 25th April 2002 in connection with the above subject, the Ministry of Health of the Kingdom of Cambodia is pleased to inform you that it has agreed to Ms. Lester’s proposed research on abortion in Cambodia.

The Ministry of Health found that this project is beneficial to the National Reproductive Health and Safe Motherhood Program.

Thank you for your kind cooperation.

With best regards.

Prof. ENG HUOT
Director General for Health

CC:
- Ms. Yoshiko Zenda, UNFPA Representative
- Dr. Chhun Long, National Program Manager